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Editor-in-Chief’s Message
GREETINGS!
It is with great pride, eagerness and presentiment to read second issue of the
series of Journal, “IPEM JOURNAL OF COMPUTER APPLICATION &
RESEARCH”. The Journal consists the research papers of three distinct and
mutually exclusive disciplines of knowledge like Advanced Computing,
Networking Informatics & Security. However, convergence of these
technologies is observed in many real world applications, including cybersecurity, internet banking, healthcare, sensor networks, cognitive radio,
pervasive computing amidst many others. The Journal also includes
innovative computing techniques and relevant research papers in informatics
with selective applications in pattern recognition, signal/image processing
and HCI
The application of technology is a key theme in every paper which is published
in this journal. The intent of this journal is to showcase technologies which
could bring about a fundamental change in achieving Researchers impact.
The present issue has been very carefully put together covering a range of
Advanced Computer Application, Networking Technologies & Security. The
contributions have came from Academics from renowned Institutions,
Research Scholars, Students and IPEM faculty.
As the Chief Editor of “ IPEM JOURNAL OF COMPUTER APPLICATION &
RESEARCH” I would like to take opportunity to express my sincere gratitude
to the authors who have chosen this Journal to disseminate their research work.
Further I would like to thank Mr Anupam Goel Secretary Laksh Educational
Society, Director General & Dean Academics of IPEM, the readers, the content
providers, who have made this Journal the best possible
A great Journal cannot be made great without a dedicated Editorial Team of
Editors and reviewers. I would also like to thank the Editorial Team Members,
Review Committee Members, printer for the success of this Journal.
We look forward to receive the contribution for our next issue from
Academicians, Scholars and Professionals to ensure consistency and the
success of Journal. We welcome comments and suggestions that would further
enrich this Journal.
I am happy to wish that our Journal would experience steady and healthy
growth
Dr. R.P.S. Tomar
Editor –in-Chief

From the Editorial Board

W

e are glad to present the second edition of the Computer and IT Department
journal “IPEM JOURNAL OF COMPUTER APPLICATION & RESEARCH”
JUNE 2018. Publishing a research journal is a tough task.

However, we braved all the odds, and published the issue as always , on time. We
followed a rigorous method to select the papers. All the papers we have included in this
issue of IPEM JOURNAL OF COMPUTER APPLICATION & RESEARCH are peer
reviewed and only those papers which went through this rigor have been given space
in this journal.
This journal attempts to document and spark a debate on the research focused on
technology in the context of emerging technologies. The area could range from Big Data
and Hadoop, Cloud Computing, Cyber Crime , Internet Protocols, Neural Network etc.
These technologies could be very sophisticated to very elementary but in term of impact
they would be capable of being commercialized, scaled up and focus on real life
challenges.
We sincerely hope that these in-depth research papers, focusing on different issues, will
further stimulate the academic research, and will help in developing an insight in the
concerned areas. We are eagerly waiting for your critical response which we shall
incorporate in the forthcoming issues. We are greatly indebted to the paper writers
who took keen interest and submitted there research paper on time. It is because of
the sincere efforts of these peoples that the IPEM JOURNAL OF COMPUTER
APPLICATION & RESEARCH is in your hand today.
We are grateful to our secretary Mr. Anupam Goel who provided all the
moral and financial support to publish the IPEM JOURNAL OF
COMPUTER APPLICATION & RESEARCH.
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Energy Efficiency of Cloud Computing:
A review of the Recent Advances

J.K. Seth*
Anmol Vashistha**
Rahul Mittal***

ABSTRACT
This paper will analyse and review the latest and the most recent advances in the techniques that are in use and are being
developed to make cloud computing much more energy efficient. Along with this it will also feature the details about
various components that come together to make up the cloud, what are the energy consumptions of these components.
There will also be an analysis of the scope of making entire cloud energy efficient, by reviewing the available algorithms,
scheduling techniques, management policies and allocation method for the resources.
Keywords: Information and Communication Technology (ICT), Service-oriented Architecture (SOA),Virtual Machine
(VM), Solid State Drive (SSD), Cloud computing.
and the various components that come together to
form the Cloud.

Introduction
Cloud computing has completely transformed
entire Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) industry since its emergence. Cloud
computing is both, a business as well as an economic
model which has gained immense popularity due to
its unique ability to realize hardware and software as
products. It has paved a way for the enterprises to
reduce hardware and software cost, along with
reduction of maintenance and support staff. Data
centers and cloud computing services providers,
have made sure that adoption of cloud computing
technology brings enormous profits and revenue to
both the adopters and themselves. Though this
technology has a great number of advantages, but it
doesn’t come without its fair share of controversies.
The biggest and the most debated of which is the
Energy Efficiency of Cloud Computing.Cloud
computing is a cost-effective and highly scalable
infrastructure for runningHPC, enterprise and Web
applications. Hence, to design such solutions, deep
analysis ofCloud is required in context of their
power efficiency.Before proceeding further, firstly
we need to understand more about cloud computing

Cloud Computing
Cloud computing provide various computer
processing data & resources whenever they are
required. Cloud computing has originated through
the evolution and adoption of existing technologies
and paradigms. The primary objective of cloud
computing is to enable users to take beneﬁts from all
the available technologies, without the need for indepth knowledge or expertiseabout all of the
components. The primary motivation behind cloud
is to reduce costs, and helps the users focus on their
core business ideas instead of being impeded by IT
obstacles.The main technology responsible for
enabling cloud computing is virtualization. With
operating system–level virtualization it becomes
easy to create a scalable system of multiple
independent computing devices, and to more
effectively use computing resourcesthat were idle
resources by allocatingthem efficiently. Autonomic
computing automates this process, through which
the user can provision resources as per his demands.
By reducing user involvement, automation speeds

*Asst. Professor. Ajay Kumar Garg Engineering College, Ghaziabad,mrjkseth@gmail.com
**Student, Ajay Kumar Garg Engineering College, Ghaziabad,
anmolvashisthaav@gmail.com
***Student, Ajay Kumar Garg Engineering College, Ghaziabad, rahulmittal312@gmail.com
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up the process, minimizes labor costs and reduces
the possibility of human errors. Users routinely face
difficult business problems.

break these problems into services that can be
integrated to give a solution. Cloud computing
provides the entirety of its resources as services, and
makes use of the well-established standards and best
methods available to allow global and easy access to
cloud services in aneasy and efficient manner. [1]

Cloud computing is based on concepts of Serviceoriented Architecture (SOA) which helps the user to

Figure 1: Cloud Computing Architecture
2.1 Green Cloud Computing

2.2 Energy Efficiency

Green Cloud computing is the eco-friendly and use
of the environmentally responsibleCloud
Architecture and its resources. In broader terms, it is
also defined as the study of designing,
manufacturing/engineering, using of cloud
resources in a way that reduces their environmental
impact as well as makes them much more energy
efficient.It can also be defined as using Internet
computing services or cloud-based services from a
service provider that has taken measures to reduce
their environmental impact. In general, it’s cloud
computing with less environmental impact than
‘normal’ cloud computing.

Energy efficiency refers to a minimization of energy
used for a given service or level of activity, as defined
by the World Energy Council. However, defining
the energy efficiency of typical data center
equipment is extremely difficult because it
represents a complex system with a large number of
components from various research areas such as
computing, networking, management, and the like.
Energy waste refers to energy used by the systems’
main task but without useful output (e.g., energy
used while running in idle mode)[2].

Figure 2 Critical points within a system where energy is lost or wasted
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2.3 Service Based Layers in Cloud Computing

developer or coder , so you must have complies
with you all time, but cloud services makes it
easier for you, by providing any time any where
compilation facility. Toady you just need to
write code , and you can compile it online to
generate output.

Cloud computing is mainly made upof three layers
which cover the entire computing stack of a system.
Each of these layers provide different set of services
to end users. At the lowest layer, Cloud services are
named as Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) which is
composed of virtual machines or physical machines,
storage, and clusters. Cloud computing can likewise
be heterogeneous, as they may incorporate
coordinated bunches, PCs and workstations.
Besides, the framework foundation can likewise
incorporate database administration frameworks
and other stockpiling administrations. The
framework is overseen by an upper administration
layer that gives runtime condition customization,
application separation, bookkeeping and nature of
administration. The virtualization apparatuses, for
example, hypervisors, additionally sit in this layer to
deal with the asset pool and to parcel physical
framework as tweaked virtual machines.
Contingent upon the end client needs, the
virtualized foundation is pre-arranged with
capacity and programming condition, what spares
time for clients who don't have to fabricate their
framework sans preparation. [1]
•

•

3. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)- It is a
customised services, which is built in operating
systems that are already running. IaaS means you
can rent a server and pay according to used
resources. The cloud service provider facilitates
services to the users with virtual machines and
storage to improve their business capabilities. Its
target audience is software developer.
Components of Cloud Computing and their
Energy Efficiency
Cloud computing can be considered as a system
with three main components.
i.

Data Centers

Data centers are the heart of ICT and highly essential
for the function of communications, business,
academic, and government systems. But data
centers have been causing concerns because of their
high energy consumption. Due to the high demand
for data processing and storage, many data centers
have been built in the past. The environmental
impact of this high energy consumption is also
causing concern because the carbon footprint of ICT
has been growing rapidly. There have been
improvements in the energy efficiency of data
centers due to initiatives by governments,
organizations, and professionals to tackle the
problem. In 2007, Google and Intel started the

Software as a service (SaaS)- Its is something
which charged for the Time of using application.
It is widely used by the end users , which have
minimum usage. Just like google and Microsoft
are providing web services to the users , so they
can access them without need of installing it.
Platform as a service (PaaS)- In PaaS, a service
provider facilitates services to the users with a
set of software programs that can solve the
specific tasks. Lets take an example of Java
complier or C/ C++ complier, If you are a

Figure 3: Domains of a typical Cloud Computing Data Center
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Climate Savers Computing Initiative, an
organization committed to making computers and
servers more energy efficient. The general
composition of Data Centers has been shown in the
figure 3.
ii.

execution requirements. In some cases, if data is
really large, then it may turn out to be cheaper and
more environmentally sustainable, efficient to send
the data by mail, rather than to transfer through
Internet.In the network infrastructure, the energy
consumptiondepends especially on the awareness
of wired network and its power efficiency, namely
the network equipment or system design, topology
design, and network protocol design. Most of the
energy in network devices is wasted because they
are designed to handle worst case scenario.
Therefore, the energy consumption of these devices
remains almost the same during both the idle state
and peak state. Thus, many improvements are
required to get high energy efficiency in these
devices. [3]

Communication Networks

Communication networks form the backbone of the
cloud computing system. The Internet and
telecommunication networks are the links between
cloud users and service providers. Cellular and fixed
broadband networks are used to transport data back
and forth between the data centers and cloud users.
Users can only access thecloud computing services,
if they have internet access,since these services are
based on remote servers in data centers. The energy
efficiency of the internet has recently faced intense
scrutiny. The exponential growth of the Internet led
to the need for corresponding growth of equipment
required to route the increased traffic. The
consequence of this is growth in energy
consumption, the unprecedented expansion of
wireless and wired networks has resulted in high
increase in energy consumption and significant
environmental footprint. This means that measuring
the energy efficiency of cloud computing cannot be
based only on data centers but also on the networks
that truly enable the provision of cloud services. [3]

4.

Resolution for Energy Efficiency Crisis

A number of solutions are discussed in literature few
of them are mentioned in this section.
A. Schedulers
i. What is a scheduler?
A scheduler is based on the requests for a specific
resource, as well as many other details, which are
sent by the customer to the cloud. When such
requests are received, a scheduler scans for the
resources available, to satisfy the request and to
assign them to the user. In order to calculate the best
possible placement of the request, the scheduler
mostly has information on the current state of the
current environment of the concerned cloud along
with the history of the cloud. These factors can be
used for the creation of the scheduler, and to allow
for it to optimise the placement based upon the
information often allowing for more efficient
schedulers. The aim of the scheduler isto provide
true and effective consolidation, which is not as
simple askeeping servers at 100% utilisation.

iii. User Devices
Cloud user devices are described as clients and
classified asmobile devices such as PDAs and
Smartphones.Thin clients are thecomputers without
internal hard drives that depend on theservers in the
“cloud” to do all computations and display the
information for users. Whereas,Thick clients are
normal computers that useweb browsers to access
cloud services. Although battery life has been
aconcern for mobile device users, the energy
consumption ofmobile phones is pretty low. Mobile
handsets account for only 1% ofthe total energy
consumption of cellular networks.However, for
other devices like PCs, since resources are accessed
through Internet, both applications and data are
needed to be transferred through the compute node.
Therefore, it requires much more data
communication bandwidth between user’s PC to the
Cloud resources,with respect to its application

ii.

Scheduling Algorithms for better energy
efficiency
Green Clonal Scheduling Optimization Algorithm
(GCSOA):GCSOA algorithm is based on the clonal
selection algorithm that is used by the natural
immune system to define the basic features of an
immune response to an antigenic stimulus.
Experimental results show that this algorithm can
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C. Other allocation methods
In addition to the schedulers and VM policies
mentioned above,there are other various scheduling
and allocation methods thatare used within cloud
environments. For example, there aremultiple
different schedulers that are used with the allocation
ofresources in auction based environments. They
can be used inmany different scenarios such as
assigning a price to a customer fortheir request or
assign a customer to a company, this is possible only
if this auctionbased environment consists of
multiple different organizations.Once the auction
has concluded, the customer’s request is thenplaced
onto a server for its execution. Such an algorithm for
a greenauction based scheduler has been proposed
by Huu and Thamcalled Green-greedy algorithm. In
this algorithm users make a bid for a certain request
with a cost and energyvalue against it, which is then
compared to other bids. Once thebids have been
accounted for and compared, the user can improve
the time forplacement, by offering to increase the
price or energy of therequest. These bids are then
processed and sorted in the order of which bid isbest
on the basisof the energy and price of the request. [6]

not only effectively minimize the execution time and
energy consumption, but can also achieve efficient
resource load balancing, thus effectively improving
the resource utilization and scheduling efficiency
leading to a better and much more energy efficient
task scheduling. [5]
B. VM management policies
In addition to the use of schedulers to control the
requests, proper management of the requests can be
done in real time to help optimize the use of the
servers. These policies follow the approach which
states that the VM allocation policy is used to
calculateutilization thresholds for the servers within
the cloud. Using the selection policy, VMs are
selected for migration from the server, when and if a
server is above or below the specified values. When
the server is not in use then it will be put into alow
power state to save energy. [4]
i.
The First Fit Decreasing algorithm
The first algorithm, is a modification of the greedy
algorithm described in the literature [7],[10], called
First Fit Decreasing. This algorithm sorts the VMs on
the basis of the list of requests that it gets, into a nonincreasing order by CPU usage and then
processesthe entire list in that order by placing each
VM into the very first host which fits. It then
continues to the next VM until all VMs are allocated.
Finally, it suspends idle physical hosts in order to
reduce power consumption [7]. If no VMs are
allocated to a host, it suspends thathost, greatly
reducing the energy consumption. [5]

5.

Features of Clouds Enabling Green
Computing

Although there is a great concern in the community
that Cloud computing will result in higher energy
usage by the datacenters, still the technology
enabling Cloud computing has a green lining. There
are several different technologies and concepts
employed by various Cloud providers to achieve
better utilization and efficiency with respect to the
traditional computing. Therefore, this leads to a
lower carbon emission, which persists due to highly
energy efficient infrastructure and reduction in the
IT infrastructure itself by use of multi-tenancy. The
key innovation indispensable for vitality proficient
Clouds is "Virtualization," which permits huge
change in the general vitality effectiveness of Cloud
suppliers by making utilize the economies of scale
related with expansive number of associations
having a similar framework. By the union of
underutilized servers as numerous virtual machines
which share same physical server at higher use,
organizations can increase substantially higher
reserve funds regarding space, administration, and
vitality..

ii. The Power Aware Best Fit Decreasing algorithm
The second algorithm is based on the works
ofBeloglazov, called the Modified Best Fit
Decreasing algorithm (MBFD) [8] or, Power Aware
Best Fit Decreasing algorithm (PABFD) [9].
According to [9], this algorithm is a variation of
FFDalgorithm. While the algorithm itself is similar
to FFD, the main difference in it is thatPABFD
calculates the increase in power consumption after
performing the allocation of the current VM in each
host in data center, storing the lowest increase in
power consumption. The VM is then allocated to
thehost which had the lowest increase in power
consumption. Finally, it suspends all the idle
physical hosts. [5]
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According to a report by Accenture [7], following
three key factors that have enabled the Cloud
computing to lower energy usage and carbon
emissions from ICT. Using these Cloud features,
organizations can reduce carbon emissions by
atleast one-thirds, per user by moving their
applications to the Cloud. These savings are driven
by the high efficiency of large scale Cloud data
centers. These factors are:

copies of software installed on different
infrastructure. Furthermore, most often, the
different businesses that avail these cloud services,
have highly variable demand patterns, and hence
multi-tenancy on the same server enables the
flattening of the overall peak demand which reduces
the need for extra infrastructure. Smaller the
fluctuation in demand better will be the results in
prediction and greater energy savings.

A. Dynamic Provisioning
In the traditional setting,private infrastructure and
datacenters used to be maintained just to fulfill
worst case demand. Thus, IT companies ended up
deploying far more infrastructure than needed for
the average use scenario. There are many reasons for
such over-provisioning.Firstly, it is very difficult to
predict the demand at a time instant which is
particularly true for Web applications. Then, it is
also difficult to guarantee availability of services as
well as maintain certain level of service quality to
end users. To handle peak loads during short period
in a year, for example, e-commerce sales, running
hundreds of server throughout the year is not really
energy efficient. Thus, the infrastructure
provisioned with a conservative approach in such
cases results in unutilized resources. Such situations
can be promptly and effectively overseen by Cloud
framework. The virtual machines in a Cloud
foundation can be live moved to another host, on the
off chance that when a client application requires
more assets. Cloud suppliers screen and anticipate
the request and therefore designate assets as
indicated by request. Those applications which
require less number of resources can be consolidated
on the same server. Thus, datacenters always
maintain the servers in active state, according to
current demand, which results in an overall state of
low energy consumption with respect to the
conservative approach of over-provisioning. [1]

C. Server Utilization
In general, the on-premise infrastructure, runs with
very low utilization, sometimes it goes down up to 5
to 10 percent of the average server utilization. Using
virtualization technologies, many applications can
be hosted and executed on the same server in
isolation at the same instant, thus leading to
utilization levels of up to 70%. Hence, it dramatically
reduces the overall numberof active servers. Even
though high utilization of servers results in more
power consumption, but server running at a higher
utilization can process much more workload with
similar power usage than the one at a low utilization
level. [1]
6.

Miscellaneous Techniques

A. Hardware Cooling Tactics
As cloud providers select their hardware including
servers, storage and all the networking gear, they
must be more closely concerned and keep in mind
the factor of power consumption for the cooling of all
this hardwarethat is the power that will be needed to
keep those devices cool. It is not enough for cloud
providers to look just at the benchmarks for
electricity that is required to bear all the IT load.The
consumption figures must be studied much more
closely.
Another point to consider is that whether the
equipment that will be installed, allows for the data
center layout and design choices such as using hot
and cold aisles that can reduce the cooling
load.Cooling costs can account for 30% to 40% of the
power load of many data centers, according to Phil
Nail, chief technology officer of AISO.net, a hosting
provider in Romoland, California, that uses about
200 solar panels to power its operation.

B. Multi-tenancy
Using the approach of multi-tenancy, Cloud
computing infrastructure can reduce overall energy
usage and associated carbon emissions. The SaaS
providers serve various companies on same
infrastructure and software. This approach is
obviously much more energy efficient in
comparison to the approach of keeping multiple
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B.

Disciplined Storage Architecture

transform into the Green Cloud Computing which
takes care of the environment, has much less of a
carbon-footprint and is more energy efficient.

The storage tiering methodology that enables
organizations to make exhaustive information
administration procedures can be similarly
compelling as a method for lessening power
utilization for cloud suppliers. This should be
possible by putting chronicled information on
slower, bigger drives that utilization less power and
holding speedier gadgets for mission-basic data that
should be gotten to all the more rapidly in contrast
with other info.Service suppliers can oversee
capacity spending plans all the more viably, as well
as spare a portion of the related vitality costs.
Byseparatingthe stockpiling into levels it ends up
less demanding to put bring down I/O mass
stockpiling on slower, huge plates as opposed to
utilizing higher-speed circles or SSDs. This will
bring about a considerably littler impression in the
general vitality utilization for the cloud and will
fundamentally lessen control utilization and
warmth age.
7.
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Conclusion

From the above review and analysis, we can
conclude that although it is believed that the energy
consumption of the cloud eclipses its overall
benefits, it is just not true. Using various techniques
and by making smarter choices the energy efficiency
of the Cloud Computing Platforms can be increased
to up to two folds. Use of better scheduling
algorithms, innovative allocation methods and
effective VM management policies like
consolidation of VMs, the problem of environment
sustainability of cloud can be easily solved. Also, the
features already made available by the cloud
computing technologies like multi-tenancy and
dynamic provisioning should be taken into account
and used. Applying better ways of utilizing the
servers to their full performance and by using
smarter hardware choices along with tiered storage
architecture the Cloud Computing can easily
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A Review on Identification of
Fake Profiles in Online Social Network
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ABSTRACT
In the present scenario, with the inevitable use of social networking sites,the most prominent are the creation of fake
identities which has a major contribution in the prolonged threat and venomous activities over the internet. The paper
focuses on the research work done in order to detect fake profiles in online social network using various techniques. The
ways of detecting fake social media accounts include analyzing individual accounts and capturing their malicious
activities spanning a large group of accounts. This paper study various detection techniques to identify false identity and
shows the comparison among them with respect to how efficient the respective technique to identify fake profiles. Our
survey provides a good understanding of the problem, current solution space,and scope of future research to deal with false
identity attacks efficiently.
Keyword- Fake Accounts, Advanced Persistent Threat, Spear Phishing, Spam.
accounts without concerning whether the person
creating and controlling the account is real or fake.
This is called false identity. False identities play a
vital role in Advanced Persistent Threat(APT).An
APT is a network attack in which an unauthorized
person gains access to a network and stays there
undetected for a long period of time. The intention of
an APT False identities play a vital role in Advanced
Persistent Threat(APT). An APT is a network attack
in which an unauthorized person gains access to a
network and stays there undetected for a long period
of time. The intention of an APT attack is to steal data
rather than cause damage to network or
organization. False identities are involved in
malicious activities like spamming , artificially
inflating a number of users to promote an
application or to like/comment a page or post etc.
Social media has become the most prevalent
platform to communicate among today’s youth.
With this, false identities are using the platform to
create fake identity with personal information that
looks genuine, to establish trust with the person on
target. The target is then exploited by its trustworthy
source by directly interacting to obtain information,

Introduction
A. Fake Profile : Definition
We all have a certain image of ourselves beliefs about
the kind of person we are. A clear sense of who you
are makes your identity. Identity is the concept you
develop about yourself that evolves over the course
of your life. A typical example is that of your
passport which include your name,birth date and
place,nationality, photograph and digitally
captured fingerprints.Once you submit your
identifications,the authorities verifies whether the
identity proofs belong to the same person or not.This
is how you become a true owner of your passport. In
recent years, social networking sites have become a
global mass phenomenon. These provide networked
communication platform in which users have
uniquely identifiable profiles that contains
personsname,birth date and place, pictures, likes
and dislikes. A statistics published in June 2017
indicates Facebook as the largest online social
network with 2.07 billion monthly active
users.These sites provide easy accessibility to create

*Assistant Professor, Ajay Kumar Garg Engineering College Ghaziabad, Delhi, India, Email: deepikavarshney06@gmail.com
**Student, Ajay Kumar Garg Engineering College Ghaziabad, Delhi, India, Email:sengar.unnati95@gmail.com
***Student, Ajay Kumar Garg Engineering College, Ghaziabad, Delhi, India, Email:ssshubh97@gmail.com
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through spear phishing attack. Spear phishing
focuses on specific individual within an
organization and social media accounts to seek
unauthorized access to sensitive information
through email spoofing.

Paper will discuss over the approaches that will
target either individual fake accounts and there
connections, or on coordinated activities involving
such accounts.
B

These accounts seem to be legitimate but when
detected , they turn out to be false. They contain
personal information which does not belong to the
person who created the account. Such accounts are
also termed as faked accounts. The items taken for
identifications are certified by the authorities of the
country. As a person cannot issue an identity card by
its own, different institutions are responsible to
provide identifiers to that person. For example ,
Government provide aadhaar cards as a proof of
Indian citizenship, banks and other financial
organizations issue credit and debit cards, authority
provide passport as identification proof to travel
abroad and identity cards with different standards
of reliability. Digital identifiers are assigned in form
of unique string of characters called as social security
number(SSN). This number is unique and used to
differentiate people. With all such identification
procedures, one can still make an identifier for
himself. It is possible by creating a fake email
address or a false social media account. There are no
restrictions imposed in making an online profile ,
thus this facility is misused at larger scale nowadays.
Kaplan and Heinlein [1] (2010), defined the
challenges and opportunities of social media. They
defined social media as a group of Internet-based
application, that allow the creation of User
Generated Content and is build on the foundation of
Web 2.0. They also scratched pieces of advice for
companies which make use of Social Media.
According to Kietzmann et al.[2] (2011), the building
block of social media is the user identity . There are
many social media sites with their own perspective
regarding user identity. Some promote usage of real
identification of the user while others remain
unconcerned with the identities and also allow their
access by nicknames. Douceur et al. [3] (2002)
contradict this statement. They argued that for
presenting convincingly distinct identities
computing environment needs logically central
trusted authority which would manage identity
information; which seems to be practically
impossible. This paper mainly focuses on the
literature review of the state of- the-art research
aiming at detecting fake profiles in social media. The

Problem Statement

In this paper we did comparison among various
techniques used to detect fake profiles. Rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Techniques to mark
fake profiles is elaborated in Section II. Section III
compares the various detection techniques based on
their advantages and disadvantages. Conclusion
and future work are described in Section IV
respectively.
II. Techniques To Mark Fake Profiles
There are various techniques used in current
scenario to mark suspicious videos ,some of them we
are covering in this paper given as follows.
1. Winnowing
2. OSB(Orthogonal sparse bigram)
3. SBPH(Sparse Binomial Polynomial Hashing)
For all websites where a user can get benefits like a
free user account, there may occur certain malicious
activities which cause harm to the user of that
network website. It is the point when the profile is
being checked whether it is creating a spam or not !
Spam can be in sense of comment, likes or same
person having more than two accounts for personal
benefit ! To prevent such spamming on Online Social
Networking Sites(OSN), OSN is used to check the
individual account to detect spamming(in most of
the cases) and thus can operate in a peaceful manner.
In order to do this, features are collected and used
with different machine learning algorithms which
can easily detect spams or the fake account! The
spam can be detected in a numerous ways like Naive
Bayes classification, K-nearest neighbour
classification, Support Vector Machines and many
more. Sites like Youtube can identify the spams
using spam comment and fake bot generated likes.
Similarly, according to the OSN site Facebook, those
who post something more than 50 times a day are
suspected to be delivering spam content!. In
Machine Learning , we work on basically two types
of learning - supervised and unsupervised ,it
becomes essentially important to make two different
classes for classifying all the OSN content in two
categories, say good or spam. For
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example,Winnowing is a good technique which
follows Supervised learning which is described in
brief below.

hence resulting in better classification of
message/comment. Christian Siefkes et al.[4] (2014)
had used winnow technique in his work in order in
order to get a good accuracy.

A. Winnow
Winnow :-It is a simple technique used to classify the
text(particularly useful for OSN to check spam
comments) whether it is Spam or good. For this, first
of all we retrieve all the text from comment, tokenize
it and then we process that text according to the
specifications in order to get a bunch of features from
it. After that, the Winnow comes into play. Features
are calculated on the basis of what the word wants to
point at that position! By feature extraction, we mean
to extract out the number of features, the machine
learning program is designed to learn out of each
comment or instance.Here we use Supervised
Machine Learning algorithm. So we use a bunch of
samples for training our machine for making
itinitially learn whether the given file is spam or
good. In order to create samples for calibrating our
machine, we set the extensions of the text files for
feature extraction as good or spam. The more the
training is given to the system, the more
classification accuracy score can be achieved and

B. OSB AND SBPH
Chu et al.[5] performed an analysis of fake profiles
on Twitter profile in the year 2010. For this, they
manually labelled 3000 profiles humans, bot or
cyborgs.They worked for the sake of tweet spam
classification and they used Bayesian Classifier for
it. It comes under Orthogonal Sparse Bigrams(OSB).
OSB is a feature extraction structure and it avoids
redundancy. It is known as redundancy because it
creates successive pattern without any duplication
of effort. OSB and SBPH are used in combination to
separate the text into classes, namely good or spam.
SBPH ,an acronym used in for Sparse Binomial
Polynomial Hashing uses binary coded format
where it uses 1 in place of where we use a word and 0
where we skip a word. It is known as sparse because
we skip either word and takes it. Table I shows the
understanding of how hashing is done in SBPH and
OSB.

TABLE I: Understanding the Hashing in SBPH and OSB
Number

Sparse Binomial Polynomial
Hashing
(SBPH)

1 (1)

Orthogonal Sparse Bigram
(OSB)

now?

3 (11)
5 (101)
7 (111)

feeling now?

feeling now?

you<skip> now?

you<skip> now?

you

feeling now?

9 (1001)

are<skip><skip> now?

11 (1011)

are<skip> feeling now?

13 (1101)

are

you

<skip> now?

15 (1111)

are

you

feeling now?

17 (10001)

How <skip><skip><skip> now?

19 (10011)

How <skip><skip> feeling now?

21 (10101)

How <skip>

you <skip> now?

23 (10111)

How <skip>

you feeling now?

25 (11001)

How

are

<skip><skip> now?

27 (11011)

How

are

<skip> feeling now?

29 (11101)

How

are

you

<skip> now?

31 (11111)

How

are

you

feeling now?
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Iii. Comparison Among Various Detection
Techniques

among various detection techniques used to mark
false identity described in Table II.Adikari and

In this section we discussed comparison analysis
TABLE II: Comparison among various Detection Techniques
Detection Technique
Winnowing +
Orthogonal Sparse
Bigram(OSB)
Neural Networks, SVM
and PCA

OSB with SVM

OSB with check for
regularity of tweets
Random Forest
Classification based
on various factors.

Advantages
1.
2.

Disadvantages

Simple
Easy to Implement

Fairly good accuracy of 84%
was achieved

Classifier could catch 99%
Sybils

Number of output nodes is
required to be declared before
start.
Task could be performed on
limited data only due to LinkedIn
policies
A limited number of accounts
were found to be connected to
other accounts.So there was less
chance of any fake profile on
Sybils(Renren).

Better accuracy since it uses
all possible sequences for
feature extraction
1. Scalable
2. Robust
3. Experiment was
performed on truly
existing profiles

Dutta [6] have worked on identifying the fake
profiles that are persisting on OSN like LinkedIn.
This paper highlighted that by using technologies
like Artificial Neural Network, Principal
Component Analysis and Support Vector Machines,
we can detect fake profiles with an accuracy of 84%
which can be considered as a good detection
considering a small and limited profile data as input.
PCA , an acronym for Principal Component
Analysis , is a linear dimension reduction tool. It is
the 2nd order method based on covariance matrix of
variables. The role of PCA is to find the linear
orthogonal combinations, known as Principal
Components in order to reduce the dimensions of
data into linear dimensions.

based technique for fake profile detection instead of
analysing all the profiles separately, analysis
performed on Facebook and Twitter where 900
honeypot profiles are created and collected data
from it for a period of over an year. Similarly C. Yang
et al.[9] also worked on Graph based features in the
year 2011 and also combined it with automationbased features and timing-based features too. Z.
Yang et al.[10] used SVM classifier to detect fake
accounts in Renren. The accuracy of the model they
achieved is 99%. Cao et al.[11] and Conti et al.[12]
have also worked on the detection of fake profiles
using the graph features classification. Conti et al.
[12] used the concept of analysis of distribution of
number of friends. Cao et al.[11] connected their
work to other fake profiles rather than connecting it
to the real ones. Most of the people focussed on
detecting the profiles which created spam or which
can be classified as spam but in case of spamming, a
group or mass is usually targeted. So it became a
limitation that the methods used are not capable of
detecting fake accounts involved in an Advanced
Persistent Threat. This limitation was overcomedby

Lee et al.[7] worked for the detection of fake profiles
on OSN’s MySpace and Twitter in 2010. They have
collected the data of such 1500 on MySpace and 500
on Twitter. The parameters they have used is
demographics, frequency of content generation,
content, the number and type of connections.
Stringhiniet al.[8] in 2010 worked on the graph
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Egele et al.[13] in 2015 who worked in the field of
identifying the times when a good-high profile is
encountered to act maliciously. He took into
account, the behaviour of the account holders on
OSN’s, keeping a check on time and the place from
where the messages were being received, the
languages a person is connected to , his/her location,
etc. He also targeted the similarities and
dissimilarities between the user behaviour in order
to classify them better. Then , they constructed a
SVM classifier for it. This gave birth to a new trend of
detecting fake profiles !

6.

7.

IV. Conclusion and Future Work
8.
Thedetection of fake profiles through various
researches have paved a way to adopt the best
detection techniques. With reference to the
researches , we are able to make comparisons
among the mentioned techniques. By seeing the
advantages and disadvantages for a number of
techniques, we conclude that the technique of OSB
and SBPH was found the best as it has the provision
to extract a large number of features and a great
accuracy score too. In future, we should try to build
classifiers based on Unsupervised Learning and also
take all the important things like friend request,
language, comments,likes, etc. into consideration
too for improvisation in results.

9.

10.
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A Step towards protecting innocent
civilian of internet terrene

Anvita Awasthi*
Harshit Sharma**

ABSTRACT
The contribution of this research paper is an overview on cybercrime and the security issues related to this field. Centre of
focus are the cyber issues that most people on internet are not aware of, cyber frauds in industries, effects of hacking on
business, different methods used for cyber fraud in industries, latest cyber fraud issues and the prevention and security
measures for people on internet and for industries as well.
This paper, reviewed on different backgrounds, will through light on those aspects, and attempts to make an awareness so
people on internet can use the network wisely.

Thought Process

Reasons for cyber attack

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Cyber – crime?
Reasons for cyber attack
Hactivity: hacking activity involved
Deep web and cyber crime
Security measures
Conclusion.

Hackers
Insiders
Lack of knowledge
Social engineering

Cyber Crime

Social engineeringThe practice of deceiving
someone, either in person, over the phone, or using a
computer, with the express intent of breaching some
level of security either personal or professional.

It is a term used mostly to describe criminal activity
in which computers or computer networks are a tool,
a target or a place of criminal activity.

419 fraud or Nigerian Scam
The 419 scam, better known as the Nigerian Scam,
has grown into anepidemic.Basically an emailcomes
to the target telling him he has been singled out for a
very handsome deal and all he needs to do is offer a
little bit of help. After the objective is sure and "signs
on," an issue emerges that makes the objective pay a
charge. After the expense is paid another issue
comes up, alongside another charge. Every issue is
"the last" with "one last charge" and this can be
extended over numerous months. The casualty
never observes any cash and loses from $10,000–

A large portion of the Cyber crime issues are
connected with the issues like security of budgetary
dealings, giving security to data amid online
exchanges, safeguarding protection and
classification of messages and the assault on
protection.
Survey report, 2014, of CERN [1]says 35% of the
cyber-crime in organizations were not reported due
to lack of evidence.

*(MCA 2nd year student), Institute of Management Studies (IMS), Ghaziabad., anvitaawasthi96@gmail.com
**(MCA 2nd year student), Institute of Management Studies (IMS), Ghaziabad., harshit9430@gmail.com
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$50,000 USD all the while. What makes this scam so
amazing is that in the past, official documents,

papers, letterhead, and even face-to face meetings
have been reported.

Hacktivity: hacking activity Involved
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Foot printing
Phishing
Social engineering
DOS and D-DOS
Sniffing
Session Hijacking
Hacking Webservers
Hacking Web Applications
SQL Injection
Trojans and Backdoors
Evading IDS, Firewalls, and Honeypots etc.

Phishing
Wikipedia says: Phishing is the attempt to obtain
sensitive information such as usernames,
passwords, and credit card details, often for
malicious reasons, by disguising as a trustworthy
entity in an electronic communication.

Foot printing
•

an objective system and its condition.
Why footprint?
Know security posture
Reduce attack area
Build database
Draw network map.

Foot printing, the initial phase in moral hacking,
alludes to the way toward gathering data about
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Netcraft.

Key Features:

Netcraft is an Internet administrations organization
situated in Bath, England. Netcraft give web security
administrations including hostile to
misrepresentation and against phishing
administrations. The Netcraft Extension is an
apparatus permitting simple query of data
identifying with the destinations you visit and
giving security from Phishing.

• Protection against phishing sites
• Detailed site reports
• Risk Ratings
• Conveniently report suspected phishing &
fraudulent site
• Protection against cross site scripting (XSS).

Deep web and cyber crime

•

Deep web: The Deep Web is any Internet content
that, for different reasons, can't be or isn't recorded
via web indexes like Google.

•
•

Deep web bolsters unlawful exchange of each
kind of things.
Drugs
Stolen financial balances and so forth.

Passports / Citizenship for sale
It is difficult to gauge because of covered up or
bolted data inside databases.Early evaluates
proposed that the profound web is 400 to 550 times
bigger than the surface web.

There are several sites on the Deep Web claiming to
sell passports and other forms of official ID, with
prices varying from country to country, and seller to
seller.

• Malicious business exercises distinguished in
the profound web, especially commercial centers
and products cybercriminals trade.
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Safety measures

Conclusion
• Cyber Crime is growing in wide scale and
becoming a global issue.
• The Educational Institutes can assume essential
part to make a solid moral base by including such
subjects as obligatory ones.
• Government may do frequent checking on
Cyber Community for illegal services and face them
to strictly follow the standards.

Onion routing:The Internet is never truly
anonymous. For the most part, your activities can be
traced back to you; the only difference is how
difficult it is to trace your actions back to you. That’s
where “onion routing” comes in.
Tor browser is a pre-configured web browser to
protect your anonymity. Very much helpful while
doing online transactions, net banking or sharing
some sensitive information.
General security guidelines
• Use a full-service Internet security suite.
• Use strong passwords, don’t repeat your
passwords on different sites and make sure to
change your passwords regularly.
• Keep all your software updated.
• Do not follow promotional links blindly.
• Manage your social media settings to keep most
of your personal and private information locked
down.
• Talk to your children and make sure they have
some idea about any kind of online harassment,
bullying or stalking.
• Do not connect to the public Wi-Fi.
• Most important: “be aware”.

Though there are some governmental and other
organizations working to secure our digital world,
we should also be aware of such situations and make
aware of our natives aware so the internet terrene
can use internet wisely and can stand strong
together against cyber-crime.
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Security for SAP ERP System A Case Study

ABSTRACT
Enterprise Resource Planning System (ERP) is the backbone of a number of large companies in the world. It has achieved
an indispensable position in the daily operations of contemporary industry. SAP ERP is software of the German company
SAP SE , a global market leader in ERP system. SAP ERP integrates the critical business functions of an organization. The
ERP platforms allow companies to reduce costs, become more efficient, and respond faster to changes in the marketplace.
Because of greater than before functionality in ERP, risk level has increased manifold .If not supervised appropriately,
breach of security in ERP may cause momentous losses for a company. Security is critical for operation of the ERP system
incorporating extremely confidential data of an organization. The present paper introduces the key security features of
SAP ERP and presents the safeguards with the help of a case study.
Key Words: SAP R/3, Authorization, Authentication, Role Based Access Control (RBAC), Segregation of Duties
(SOD).
ERP Systems consolidate the data at single location.
This enhances the possibility of loss of valuable data
in case of a security violation. There are significant
issues about protection of database and system due
to interconnection of business process. So a security
concern in one department may lead to jeopardizing
the entire ERP system.

Introduction
Enterprise Resource Planning System is one of the
most important innovations in the world of
Information Technology (IT). It has become a
popular IT
solution playing a vital role in the
present business transactions.
Worldwide most of the organization uses the SAP
ERP, the ERP software of SAP Germany.

The organization of this paper is as follows. First
section describes the architecture of SAP ERP.
Threats and security risks in SAP ERP are discussed
in following section. This section also discusses the
security aspects like Role Based Access Control
(RBAC) and Segregation of Duties (SOD) in SAP
ERP. Finally, security measures for SAP ERP system
in BSNL are presented as case study. The scope of
this paper is limited to application of appropriate
security controls in SAP; the security of supporting
infrastructure such as network, servers and
PCs/Laptops is not covered here.

SAP ERP embodies all business processes such as
Operations (Sales & Distribution, Materials
Management, Production Planning, Logistics
Execution, and Quality Management), Financials
(Financial Accounting), Supply Chain Management.
Human Capital Management (Training, Payroll, eRecruiting) and
Corporate Services (Travel
Management, Environment, Health and Safety, and
Real-Estate Management).

*Asst. General Manager (ERP), BSNL, csazad68@gmail.com
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1.0 SAP ERP Architecture

German Corporation SAP SE is global market leader
in the field of ERP. SAP R/3 (the "R" was for "Realtime data processing" and "3" was for "3 tier "): is the
earlier name of the software developed by the
German company SAP AG. In 2004, the latest
version of the software, with revised technical
architecture, was launched. This SAP ERP version is
named as SAP ERP Central Component (ECC). The
up to date version of the software is SAP ECC 6.0
Enhancement Pack 8.

1.1 Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) System
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems can be
defined as business management systems that are
module-based integrated software packages,
controlling the smooth unified flow of information
and processes across functional levels in an
organization .The ERP system must contain
financial and accounting module along with at least
one other module with a shared database. (Elbardan
and. Kholeif, 2017)

1.1.1

Kumar and Hillegersberg (2000) defined ERP
systems as “information systems packages
integrating information and information-based
processes within and across functional areas in an
organization”

SAP ERP Architecture

SAP ERP works in client server environment.
Client – hardware/software environment that can
ask for services for a central warehouse of resources.
Server – hardware/software combination that can
offer services to a group of clients in a controlled
environment

Client

Server

Fig. 1: SAP ERP Architecture
(Reference: www.sap.com)
SAP ERP Architecture consists of:
i. Presentation layer on the client –side
ii. Application server
iii. Database server

• In SAP-User interface is through Graphical
user interface (GUI)
• Example − Desktop, laptops ,Mobile Devices
ii) Application Servers
Application servers comprise dedicated systems
with several Central processing Units (CPUs) and a
huge quantity of Random Access Memory (RAM).
• The other names of Application Layer are
Kernel Layer and Basic Layer.
• Application Layer is the layer where SAP
application programs are carried out.

i) Presentation Servers
Presentation servers contain systems competent to
provide a graphical interface.
• Presentation Layer is also identified as client
Layer
• Presentation Layer is a client interface
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•
•

Little & Best (2003) have described the methods of
unauthorized access in following ways:-

The role of Application Layer is to communicate
between Presentation and Database Layer.
The work load is distributed to the different
work processes in application server to
accomplish the job.

i.

Passive Techniques – To spy password,
messages etc using electronic means.
ii. Attempted break ins – Gaining access to
system through users log in
iii. M a s q u e r a d i n g – W h e n a n i n t r u d e r
masquerades as an approved user using his
login credentials
iv. Browsing – When authorize user try to access
sensitive data
v. Viruses and worms – Programs that invades
the system and attempts to manipulate
/destroy the data

iii) Database Servers
Database servers have dedicated systems with fast
and large hard-drives.
• Data is stored in database layer.
• Example of data is Business data, SAP system
data, SAP tables, Programs.
• Some of the data base servers are Oracle,
Microsoft SQL Server and DB2 etc.
2 .0 Threats and Security Risk in ERP

Hunton and Writ (2001) established that the risk
areas between ERP and non-ERP systems,
differential risk assessments (ERP minus non-ERP)
will be significantly higher in case of following:
• Business interruption risk;
• Network security risk;
• Database security risk;
• Application security risk;
• Process interdependency risk; and
• Overall internal control risk.

The mutually dependent character of ERP systems
applications and the dependence on relational
databases poses various business challenges to an
organization that are reasonably different from
conventional systems. (O’Leary 2000; Wright and
Wright 2002).
The threats to the ERP system may be external and
internal interrupters trying to access confidential
information, amend data, create deceptive changes
to programs, enter fraudulent transactions and
perform other undesirable acts within the system.
(Little & Best 2003).

2.1 Security in SAP ERP
The basic information security principles are best
summarized by the CIA triad: confidentiality,
integrity and availability. Figure 2 demonstrates the
CIA triad.

Confidentiality

Integrity

Information
Security Triad
Availability
Figure 2: Information Security Triad
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The following points are to be taken care of to make
sure information security:•
•
•

existing in SAP for a variety of business processes
such as procurement, sales, HCM etc. These controls
are inherent, configurable and procedural controls.

Confidentiality − Unauthorized revelation of
information
Integrity − Unauthorized change of data
Availability − Disallowing service (a lack of
accessibility to computing resources)

Each menu function in the SAP ERP system is
assigned a transaction code. ERP Transaction codes
are linked to authorization objects. For a user to be
authorized to perform a T Code, he must have
authorization in profile that is based on specific
authorization objects.

In SAP runtime environment, there is need to control
both application security and unauthorized system
access. Security is ensured in the SAP runtime
environment by granting authorizations of roles to
the user accounts. SAP authorizations manage
access to Business Process Activities, or transactions
within a particular business process.
The multiple layers of security in a SAP ERP system
are as follows:
• Authentication −Only legitimate users should
be allowed to log on the system.
• Authorization − Users should be allowed to
carry out their designated transactions only.
They should be restricted to specified places.
• Integrity – Protection of data from corruption or
loss.
• Privacy – Security of data against illegal access.
• Obligation − Accountability and legal
obligation towards stakeholders and
shareholders together with substantiation.

An organization must segregate user duties
properly to achieve internal control objectives. User
authorizations can be used for segregation of duties
in ERP systems. User profiles establish the access
and authorization of the user and no user should be
allowed to have inconsistent duties. Development,
maintaining, and monitoring proper segregation of
duties is responsibility of managers of the
organisation. For this purpose a thorough study of
individual job functions is required. The activities
relevant to the duties of user must be identified
properly. Monitoring user access in an ERP system
will ensure that breaches of unauthorized access to
the system are found and that procedures and
employees with conflicting roles are quickly
identified and those authorizations are terminated
in a appropriate way. (Turner 2009)

The security in ERP system is based on the principle
of Role Based Access Control (RBAC) , Segregation
of Duties (SOD), Basis Controls and Business
Process Controls.

3.0 Case Study: Security in BSNL ERP System
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd. (BSNL), the public
sector company implemented SAP ERP in 2009.
With 50000 Dialog and 200000 communication users
SAP licenses it was one of India’s largest SAP ERP
implementation project. A dialog user has access to
SAP ECC while the access of communication users
is limited to Employee Self Service portal. The ERP
modules implemented in BSNL ERP are as follows:
• Finance & Control (FICO)
• Human Capital Management (HCM)
• Material Management (MM)
• Sales & Distribution(SD)
• Plant Maintenance (PM )
• Real Estate Management(REM )
• Project Systems(PS)
• Production Planning(PP)
• Strategic Enterprise Management (SEM)
• Quality Management(QM)
• Business Intelligence and Business
Warehousing(BI & BW)

Role Based Access Control (RBAC):- All access is
through roles. A role is basically a collection of
permissions, and all users access the system only
through the roles assigned to them.
Segregation of duties (SOD): -User roles are properly
separated for carrying out business transactions.
Segregation is based on the significance of
information and transactions. User level and their
specified duties are criterion for segregation of roles.
Basis Control: - Basis control refers to technical
controls related with user administration, password
controls and direct access to data through tables.
Business Process Controls: - These controls refer to
various automated and IT dependent controls
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3.1 Basis Security Controls
• The user accounts that have been inactive for a
period of 30 Days are disabled.
• Keeping record of all access violation and
unauthorized logon attempts to the ERP
systems. Violations, if any is reported and
sternly dealt.
• All Information Systems logs are maintained
securely and the access to these logs are
provided only to authorize personnel.
• The access violation logs are reviewed on a
regular (fortnightly) basis to take action to check
their repetition. The user’s access rights are
reviewed on a monthly basis, to ensure that
access has been revoked in case of transfer,
resignation and terminations.
• Passwords are mandatory for all user accounts.
The minimum length of password for user
accounts is set as 8 alphanumeric characters.
However, administrators or privileged users
will have passwords at least 10 alphanumeric
characters in length.
• User accounts are deactivated after three
consecutive incorrect password attempts.
• The practice of “recycling” of reusing the same
password when prompted for changed is
prevented. A history of last used five passwords
is retained for this purpose.
• Users are encouraged to change their
passwords periodically.
• Time out session of inactive terminals is fixed
for a specified time say fifteen minutes.
• A password expiration period of 30 days is set
so that users are required to change the
passwords on a monthly basis. However, the
password for privileged accounts, like
administrator accounts is changed once every
fortnight.

payment using direct posting (FB60) is allowed.
Procedural Controls- IT dependent controls (For
example – Review of Exception Tables)
Conclusion
Any inappropriate access /unauthorized activity is
biggest risk to the integrity of ERP systems.
Whether they are innocent mistakes or fraudulent
acts, it can seriously disrupt operations and incur
financial loss. The security measures discussed in
the case study can effectively check and protect the
integrity of ERP system. These measures are worth
emulating by the organizations for security of the
SAP ERP systems.
References:
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3.2 Business Process Control
Inherent by default by SAP – Sale order cannot be
created with an invalid customer similarly PO
cannot be placed to invalid vendor.

•

Master Data Maintenance – Job of master data
maintenance is assigned to designated teams. MDM
teams at are responsible for integrity of important
master data maintenance.

•

Configurable Controls – Critical business processes
like procurement of goods / services (PO) and
payment to vendors (MIRO) are subjected to
approval through work flow. In PO approval
finance controls checking budget availability, tax
rate are mandatory while in MIRO engineer in
charge is part of approval work flow. No vendor

•
•
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Movie Recommender System
By Genetic Algorithm

ABSTRACT
hopeful arrangements; every arrangement has a
wellness esteem showing its closeness to the ideal
arrangement of the issue. The arrangements having
higher wellness esteems than others are chosen and
furthermore get by to the people to come. Genetic
algorithms at that point create better (i.e. new
arrangements) by the blend of chose solutions. The
strategies can find, safeguard, and engender
promising sub arrangements. The proposed
calculation would settle a two target, precision and
assorted variety, streamlining issue of prescribing
motion pictures to clients in view of their present
inclination based genetic algorithm.:
• There are multiple objectives for recommender
system - accuracy and diversity. Both these
objectives are contradictory i.e. if one increases
the other decreases and vice versa
• Data of the online movie recommendation
platform (Movie lens) and open source
language Python is used for building
recommender system.

Introduction
1.1 Recommender Systems
Recommender systems or proposal systems (now
and then supplanting " system" with an equivalent
word, for example, stage or motor) are a subclass of
data separating framework that look to anticipate
the "rating" or "inclination" that a client would
provide for a thing. Recommender systems are new
sorts of web based programming apparatuses,
intended to enable clients to discover their way
through the present complex on-line shops and
amusement sites. This portrays another
recommender system, which utilizes a hereditary
calculation to learn individual inclinations of clients
and give custom-made proposals. This paper centers
around the utilization of transformative hunt to
tweak a profile-coordinating calculation inside a
recommender system, fitting it to the inclinations of
individual clients. This empowers there
Recommender system to make more precise
forecasts of clients 'different preferences and thus
better suggestions to clients..

1.3 Problem Definition
The recommender system portrayed is based
around a community oriented separating approach,
developing profiles of clients and after that utilizing
a calculation to discover profiles like the present
client. (Current client is utilized as dynamic
client)Chosen information from those profiles are
then used to fabricate proposals. Since profiles
contain numerous qualities, a large number of which
have inadequate or deficient information, the
undertaking of finding suitable likenesses is
regularly troublesome. To conquer these issues,

1.2 Aim and Objectives
The recommender system for the most part utilizes
content based or collective or half and half systems
for recommendation. The recommendations or ideal
arrangement can be better gotten by genetic
algorithms. Genetic Algorithms are stochastic
pursuit strategies propelled from the instrument of
normal development and genetic inheritance.
Genetic algorithms chip away at a populace of
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2.

current frameworks, (for example, Movie Lens)
utilize stochastic and heuristic-based models to
accelerate and enhance the nature of profile
coordinating. This work makes such thoughts one
stride further, by applying a developmental
calculation to the issue of profile coordinating. In
this examination, the Movie Lens dataset was
utilized for starting tests. The developmental
recommender framework utilizes 22 highlights from
this informational index: motion picture rating, age,
sex, occupation and 18 motion picture kind
frequencies: activity, enterprise, liveliness, kids,
comic drama, wrongdoing, narrative, show, dream,
film-noir, frightfulness, melodic, secret, sentiment,
spine chiller, and war, western.

Process

2.1 Recommendation Process
In general, each recommendation system takes after
a particular procedure with a specific end goal to
create item proposals, see figure 2.1. The
recommendation methodologies can be arranged in
light of the data sources they utilize. Three
conceivable wellsprings of data can be recognized as
contribution for the suggestion procedure. The
accessible sources are the client information
(demographics), the thing information (keywords,
genres) and the client thing appraisals (obtained by
transaction data, explicit ratings).

Figure 2.1. Recommendation process
2.2 Approaches of Recommender Systems

incorporate the best ten determinations of books,
melodies and so forth. Recommender systems
utilized by different applications like E-commerce
can be ordered in two ways:

Recommender Systems (RS) are fundamentally
coordinated towards people who need adequate
individual experience or ability to assess the
conceivably overpowering number of elective
things that a Web website, for instance, may offer.
One of the mainstream sites like Amazon.com
utilizes a RS to customize the online store for every
client. Since proposals are normally customized,
distinctive clients or client bunches get different
recommendations. Customized proposals are
offered as positioned arrangements of things. In this
computational assignment RSs attempt to anticipate
what are the most appropriate items or
administrations, in view of the client's inclinations
and imperatives. Furthermore there are additionally
non-customized proposals which are significantly
less difficult to create and are ordinarily included in
magazines or daily papers. Normal illustrations

(i) Personalized recommender system
(ii) Non-personalized recommender system
2.3 Functional Classification Of Recommender
Systems
Recommender systems can be classified broadly into
several categories depending on the information
they use to recommend items. However the
following four categories are mostly followed in the
literature:
• Content-based Filtering Systems: In this system
the filtering is done through used data about the
items and information regarding the active user.
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•

•

Hybrid Recommender Systems: This method
combine the prone and cons of two or more
systems.

•
•
•
•

Collaborative Filtering System: Make
recommendations to the dynamic client
utilizing data about an arrangement of clients
and their connection with the thing.
Demographic Filtering Systems: Use statistic
data, for example, age, sex, instruction, and so
forth of individuals for distinguishing sorts of
clients.

•
•

Does not require any subordinate data (which
may not be accessible for some genuine issues).
Is quicker and more proficient when contrasted
with the conventional techniques.
Have great parallel capacities.
Optimizes both nonstop and discrete capacities
and furthermore multi-target issues.
Provides a rundown of "good" arrangements
and not only a solitary arrangement.
Always finds a solution to the issue, which
shows signs of improvement over the time.

3.3 Basic Terminology
3.

Genetic Algorithm
Before beginning a discussion on Genetic
Algorithms, it is essential to be familiar with some
basic terminology:

3.1 Introduction
Genetic Algorithms are a group of computational
models propelled by development. These
calculations encode a potential answer for a
particular issue on a basic chromosome-like
information structure and apply recombination
administrators to these structures as to save basic
data. Hereditary calculations are frequently seen as
capacity streamlining agent, despite the fact that the
scopes of issues to which hereditary calculations
have been connected are very wide. An
implementation of genetic algorithm begins with a
population of (typically random) chromosomes.
One at that point assesses these structures and
allotted regenerative open doors such that these
chromosomes which speak to a superior answer for
the objective issue are given more opportunities to
`reproduce' than those chromosomes which are
poorer arrangements.

•

•
•
•
•

Population − It is a subset of all the conceivable
(encoded) answers for the given issue. The
populace for a GA is comparable to the
populace for individuals with the exception of
that rather than people, we have Candidate
Solutions speaking to people.
Chromosomes − A chromosome is one such
answer for the given issue.
Gene − A quality is one component position of a
chromosome.
Allele − It is the esteem a quality takes for a
specific chromosome.
Genotype − Genotype is the populace in the
calculation space. In the calculation space, the
arrangements are spoken to in a way which can
be effectively comprehended and controlled
using a figuring framework.

The 'goodness' of a solution is typically defined with
respect to the current population. Genetic Algorithm
(GA) is a pursuit construct enhancement system
situated in light of the standards of Genetics and
Natural Selection. It is often used to discover ideal or
close ideal answers for troublesome issues which
generally would take a lifetime to settle. It is much of
the time used to take care of advancement issues, in
look into, and in machine learning.
3.2 Advantages of Genetic Allgorithm
Figure 3.1: Genetic Algorithm Concept
Genetic Algorithm have various advantages which
have made them immensely popular. These include
−
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•

•

•

Decoding and Encoding − For basic issues, the
phenotype and genotype spaces are the same.
Regardless, in a vast part of the cases, the
phenotype and genotype spaces are one of a
kind. Unraveling is a methodology of changing
an answer from the genotype to the phenotype
space, while encoding is a technique of
transforming from the phenotype to genotype
space. Deciphering should be speedy as it is
done on and on in a GA in the midst of the
wellbeing regard estimation.
The Phenotype space involves plans which
essentially contain the thing amounts of the
things to be picked. Regardless, in the genotype
space it can be addressed as a twofold string of
length n (where n is the amount of items).This is
the place genotype and phenotype spaces are
exceptional.
Fitness Function − A wellness work essentially
characterized is a capacity which takes the
arrangement as information and produces the
reasonableness of the arrangement as the yield.

•

Now and again, the wellness work and the
target capacity might be the same, while in
others it may be diverse in light of the issue.
Genetic Operators − These change the
hereditary creation of the posterity. These
incorporate hybrid, transformation, choice and
so forth.

3.4 Basic Structure
The basic structure of a GA is as follows −
We begin with an underlying populace (which
might be created indiscriminately or seeded by
different heuristics), select guardians from this
populace for mating. Apply hybrid and change
administrators on the guardians to produce new offsprings. Lastly these off-springs supplant the exist in
people in the populace and the procedure repeat
One of the most important decisions to make while
implementing a genetic algorithm is deciding the
representation that we will use to represent our
solutions.

Figure 3.3: Basic process of Genetic Algorithm
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4.

Proposed Work

troublesome. To conquer these issues, current
frameworks, (for example, Movie Lens) utilize
stochastic and heuristic-based models to accelerate
and enhance the nature of profile coordinating. This
work makes such thoughts one stride further, by
applying a trans formative (Genetic) calculation to
the issue of profile coordinating.
In this paper , the Movie Lens dataset
(http://www.movielens.umn.edu), is utilized for.
The hereditary calculation based recommender
system utilizes 22 highlights from this informational
collection: motion picture rating, age, sexual
orientation, occupation, and 18 motion picture
classification frequencies: activity, experience,
liveliness, kids, parody, wrongdoing, narrative,
dramatization, dream, film-noir, ghastliness,
melodic, secret, sentiment, science fiction, spine
chiller, war, western. Open source dialect Python
would be utilized for advancement of the
recommender system.ml-100k dataset would be
utilized from Movie Lens. This dataset has 100k
evaluations from 943 clients on 1682 films.

4.1 Problem Definition
The recommender system by and large uses content
based or collaborative or cross breed methods for
suggestion. The proposals or ideal arrangement can
be better gotten by genetic algorithms. genetic
algorithms are stochastic inquiry strategies
enlivened from the instrument of normal
development and hereditary legacy. genetic
algorithms chip away at a populace of applicant
arrangements; every arrangement has a wellness
esteem demonstrating its closeness to the ideal
arrangement of the issue. The arrangements having
higher wellness esteems than others are chosen and
furthermore make due to the people to come.
Hereditary calculations at that point create better
(i.e. new arrangements) by the blend of chose
arrangements. The strategies can find, protect, and
engender promising sub arrangements.
4.2 Proposed Work

4.3 Methodology
The system described in this paper is based around a
cooperative separating approach, developing
profiles of clients and afterward utilizing a
calculation to discover profiles like the present
client. (Current client is alluded to as the dynamic
client, A). Chosen information from those profiles
are then used to assemble suggestions. Since profiles
contain numerous qualities, a large number of which
have inadequate or deficient information, the errand
of finding proper likenesses is regularly
1. Rating
5

2. Age 3. Gender
23

0

4.3.1 Generation of profile
Before recommendations can be made, the movie
data is processed into separate profiles, one for each
person, defining that person s movie preferences.
We define profile(j,i) to mean the profile for user j on
movie item i, see fig. 1. The profile of j, profile(j) is
therefore a collection of profile(j,i) for all the items i
that j has seen.
4. Occupation ….. 22. Genre frequencies
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Figure 4.1: profile(j,i) - profile for user j with rating on movie item i, if i has a rating of 5.
Once profiles are built, the process of
recommendation can begin. Given an active user A,
a set or neighborhood of profiles similar to profile(A)
must be found.

id and rating values. Data from these 3 files is
combined to create the profiles.
4.3.2 Finding the set or neighborhood of profiles

Following files from ml-100k datasets are used u.data, u.item and u.user. User id, age, gender and
occupation come from u.user ; movie id and genre
come from u.data and u.item has the user id, movie

The success of a collaborative filtering system is very
reliant upon the viability of the calculation in
finding the set or neighborhood of profiles that are
most like that of the dynamic client. It is crucial that,
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for a specific neighborhood strategy, just the best or
nearest profiles are picked and used to produce new
suggestions for the client. There is little resilience for
erroneous or superfluous forecasts. The area choice
calculation comprises of three principle
undertakings: profile determination, profile
coordinating and best profile gathering..

dynamic client's profile utilizing a separation work.
Most present recommender frameworks utilize
standard calculations that consider just "voting data"
as the element on which the correlation between two
profiles is made. However, all things considered, the
manner by which two individuals are said to be
comparable isn't construct exclusively in light of
whether they have complimentary assessments on a
particular subject, e.g., motion picture appraisals,
yet additionally on different components, for
example, their experience and individual points of
interest. On the off chance that we apply this to the
profile matcher and issues, for example, statistic and
way of life data which incorporate client's age, sex
and inclinations of motion picture classes should
likewise be considered. Each client puts an alternate
significance or need on each component. My
approach indicates how weights characterizing
client's needs can be advanced by a hereditary
calculation.

4.3.3 Nearest Profile Selection
In a perfect world, the whole database of profiles
would be utilized to choose the most ideal profiles.
Be that as it may, this isn't generally a plausible
choice, particularly when the dataset is extensive or
if assets are not accessible. Subsequently, most
frameworks pick irregular testing and this
procedure is the duty of the profile choice piece of
the algorithm.
4.3.4 Figure out the closeness between the chose
profile

A potential solution to the problem of evolving
feature weights, w (A), for the active user, A is
represented as a set of weights as shown below in
Figure 4. 2.

After profile determination, the profile coordinating
procedure at that point figures the separation or
closeness between the chose profiles and the
W1

W2

W3

W22
……

Figure 4.2: Phenotype of an individual in the population
Where wf is the weight associated with feature f
whose genotype is a string of binary values. Each
individual contains 22 genes, which are evolved by
an elitist genetic algorithm (explained later).

The comparison between two profiles can now be
conducted using a modified Euclidean distance
function, which takes into account multiple features.
Euclidean(A,j) is the similarity between active user
A and user j:

Where: A is the active user

Note that before this calculation is made, the profile
values are normalized to ensure they lie between 0
and 1. At the point when the weight for any
component is zero, that element is disregarded.
Thusly we empower highlight determination to be
versatile to every client's inclinations. The
distinction in profile esteems for occupation is either
0, if the two clients have a similar occupation or 1
generally.
ssss

j is a user provided by the profile selection process,
where j != A z is the number of common movies that
users A and j have rated. wf, is the active user s
weight for feature f
i is a common movie item, where profile(A,i) and
profile(j,i) exists. diffi,f(A,j) is the difference in
profile value for feature f between users A and j on
movie item i.
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4.3.5 Best Profile Selection

esteem (considered most like the dynamic client) as
the area of A. This esteem is a framework consistent
that can be changed. To make a proposal, given a
dynamic client An and an area set of comparable
profiles to An, it is important to discover motion
picture things seen (and preferred) by the clients in
the area set that the dynamic client has not seen.
These are then introduced to the dynamic client
through a UI.

Once the Euclidean separations, Euclidean(A,j),
have been found amongst profile(A) and profile(j)
for all estimations of j picked by the profile
determination process, the "best profile gathering"
calculation is called. This positions each profile(j) as
indicated by its similitude to profile(A). The
framework at that point just chooses the clients
whose Euclidean separation is over a specific edge

Figure 4.3: Calculating the similarity between A and j.
5.

Result Analysis And Conclusion

of analyses, the anticipated votes of all the motion
picture things in the test set (the things that the
dynamic client has appraised yet were not utilized
as a part of weights development) were registered
utilizing the last element weights for that run. These
votes were then looked at against those created from
the basic Pearson calculation. The four
arrangements of experiments were as per the
following.:

5.1 Experiments
Four arrangements of analyses were intended to
watch the distinction in execution between the
transformative recommender framework and a
standard, non-versatile recommender framework in
view of the Pearson calculation. In each arrangement

Experiment 1: Fixed 10 users

Active User
Figure 5.1
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Experiment 1: Each of the first 10 users was picked as
the active user in turn, and the first 10 users (fixed)
were used to provide recommendations.

choose on the grounds that it enabled the pursuit to
consider a more prominent assortment of profiles
(possibly 10*10 runs = 100 clients in explore 2) and
thus locate a superior arrangement of very much
coordinated profiles. As specified before, just the
run(s) with the best component weights for every
dynamic client were considered for this
examination. Taking a gander at the last component
weights got for every dynamic client, numerous
fascinating perceptions have been found Let’s focus
on a couple of active users – 4 and 27

Graph above demonstrates the level of the quantity
of appraisals that the framework anticipated
effectively out of the aggregate number of accessible
evaluations by the present dynamic client. While the
expectations processed with the Pearson calculation
dependably continue as before given a similar
parameter esteems, those got from the GA shift per
the component weights of that run. Out of the 10
keeps running for every dynamic client in each trial,
the keep running with the best element weights (that
gave the most astounding level of right expectations)
was picked and plotted against the outcome from
the Pearson calculation. In the main analysis, the GA
recommender performed similarly well (or better)
contrasted with the Pearson calculation on 7
dynamic clients out of 10. In the third test, out of the
50 clients the exactness for the GA recommender fell
underneath that of the Pearson calculation for 17
dynamic clients. On whatever is left of the dynamic
clients, the precision for the GA recommender was
observed to be better – in some cases(user 16) the
distinction was as incredible as 32%. The irregular
testing for test 2 indicated awesome change on the
forecast exactness for the GA recommender. Each of
the 10 dynamic clients performed superior to the
Pearson calculation.

Feature weights for active user 4
0 5 10 15 20 25
Figure 5.3
The weights for feature 5-22 would be lower
because of the scaling factor applied.
Active user 4 is 24 year old male who is a technician
by occupation. This user gives maximum preference
to 2nd feature which is age. So it is likely that in this
user’s neighborhood other users with similar age
group would be found. From the feature weights it
can be seen that he gives more preference to War,
thriller and horror movies which you would expect
from a 24 year old boy. Another active user – 27 is
analyzed who is a 40 year old female and is a
librarian by profession.
This user gives more weight age to age and gender.
She has interests in Western, sci-fi, romance, drama,
crime and children’s genres. She is a 40 year old
female and so might have small children and that is
she has interests in sci-fi and children’s genres. She is
a woman and so would like movies with romance
and drama like most other women her age and given
her profession.

5.2 Analysis of Results
Experiment 1 shows that the forecast exactness for
the dynamic client 6, 8 and 9 on the GA
recommender was more terrible than that acquired
from utilizing the Pearson calculation. Be that as it
may, when the quantity of clients was expanded to
50 in analyze 3, the exactness for the three specified
dynamic clients climbed and beat the other
calculation. This was normal – as the quantity of
clients goes up, the likelihood of finding a superior
coordinated profile ought to be higher and
consequently exactness of the forecasts ought to
likewise increment. The outcomes recommend that
irregular inspecting is a decent decision for the
profile determination errand of recovering profiles
from the database. Arbitrary testing was relied upon
to be superior to anything settling which clients to

5.3 Conclusion
This work has indicated how transformative inquiry
can be utilized to adjust a profile-coordinating
calculation inside a recommender system, fitting it
to the inclinations of individual clients. This was
accomplished by reformulating the issue of
influencing proposals into an administered figuring
out how to errand, empowering wellness scores to
be registered by contrasting anticipated votes and
genuine votes. Trials showed that, contrasted with a
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non-versatile approach, the developmental
recommender system could effectively tweak the
profile coordinating calculation. This empowered
the recommender system to make more exact
forecasts, and subsequently better suggestions to
clients.
5.4 Future Scope
I would like to use Archipelago based genetic
algorithm where populations would evolve on
different islands in parallel. This would aid in better
exploration of feature weights. The algorithm would
be applied on bigger datasets from movie Lens (the
1M and 10M datasets) to ascertain whether the
algorithm scales. We can also try to introduce
interactivity in the final solution – like presenting the
user with initial movies based on his current mood
and past/stored feature weights. The Genetic
algorithm would then evolve the population over
few generations before presenting the user with
movie options. The user would select few movies
and this would serve as synthetic fitness function for
the Genetic algorithm. Within 2-3 such iterations the
user would be presented the final list of
recommended movies. We can also try to
experiment with a different algorithm like Deep
Learning based instead of Genetic Algorithm and
compare the results.
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ABSTRACT
We explored the problem of classifying images by the categorization of objects in different categories among a number of
object categories. In today’s world many machine learning algorithms are used in image classification one such
classification method is deep neural network i.e. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). CNN has accomplished best in
class execution on an assortment of PC vision errands, especially visual order issues. In this paper, we build Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) integrated with feature extraction techniques to implement a general purpose 10 classes
classification of images. We have used CIFAR10 dataset to conduct experiments. It contains 60000 pictures of 10 classes
i.e. plane, vehicle, feline, puppy, winged animal, deer, truck, ship and steed in 6000 pictures for each class. To diminish
overfitting in the completely associated layers of CNN, we utilized an as of late created regularization strategy called
"dropout" that turned out to be exceptionally powerful.Our work is to train CNN on CIFAR10 dataset to classify 10 kinds
of objects. In our experiments we have reached 80% of classification accuracy which is found significant in such
classification problems.
There are lots of algorithms of machine learning
and deep learning are available to solve the
classification problems. CNN is the a standout
amongst the most famous algorithm. It is a
profound learning calculation and it picked up
fame through its utilization with picture
information, and is as of now the cutting edge for
recognizing what a picture is, or what is contained
in the picture. CNNs even assume a basic part in
undertakings like naturally producing inscriptions
for pictures.

Introduction
In image classification problems, we investigates the
numerical properties of different picture includes
and arranges information into cateogories [1]. The
Classification algorithms generally employ two
phase of processing: a) Training and b)Testing
Phase.In the training phase, characteristic properties
of image features are extracted and based on these, a
unique pattern is created. In the second phase, called
testing phase, we predicted the classes of the images
for the test set with the help of that correlation.

In this paper, we selected popular dataset CIFAR-10
that comprises of 60,000 pictures estimated 32 x 32
pixels. The dataset contains 10 classes that are
totally unrelated (don't overlap)with each class
containing 6,000 pictures. Finally, we used
Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) to identify
the classes of CIFAR10 dataset.

The two fundamental arrangement techniques are
administered characterization and unsupervised
order. In directed arrangement [2] each combine
comprising of an information picture and a coveted
class esteem. Whereas, in unsupervised classification
there is no output value, we need to find some
patterns and also identify some clusters so that we
can predict the class of the new data(image).

Deep learning algorithms [3] require large dataset
like CIFAR10 to learn more powerful models.
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CIFAR10Dataset

During literature survey, we found Dropout is better
technique for preventing overfitting hence we used
Dropout in our experiments. We have achieved
state-of-the-art performance in the classification task
of the CIFAR-10 subset of the tiny images.We have
used different combination of hidden layers and
evaluate accuracy each time.Some combination give
poor accuracy and some combination give very
good accuracy. If dataset is small then any deep
learning model gets overfit on training set hence
may give good accuracy on train set but unable to
generalize new observation, such type of models are
called poor model.This paper implements a
classification algorithm using easy-to-extract
features and high efficient recognition algorithm.All
features are extracted from tiny images; there are
3072 features per image.

CIFAR stands for Canadian Institute for Advanced
Research.CIFAR10 is a set of natural color images of
32x32 pixels [17]. It contains 10 classes, each with
5000 training samples and 1000 test samples.
Pictures fluctuate incredibly inside each class. They
are not really focused, may contain just parts of the
protest, and show distinctive foundations. Subjects
may shift in measure by a request of size (i.e., a few
pictures indicate just the leader of a fledgling, others
a whole feathered creature from a separation). Hues
and surfaces of items/creatures likewise change
extraordinarily. All through this paper we utilize the
60K modest pictures dataset, as 32 × 32 shading
pictures got via looking different online picture web
indexes. Figure 1 demonstrates an arbitrary example
of pictures from this dataset. For regulated
adjusting, we have taken 6K pictures for each class.
We considered 10 unique classes for our analyses.
Those classes are airplane, automobile, bird, cat,
deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, and truck. The classes
are intended to be totally fundamentally unrelated
for instance; neither vehicle nor truck contains
pictures of pickup trucks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:section
II introduces dataset, section III introduces to
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), section IV
describes how CNN functions, Dropout is examined
in segment V and trial comes about broke down in
area VI talk about. At last section VII concludes
paper with future directions of work.

Figure 1:Image sample in CIFAR-10 DATASET
CIFAR-10 dataset consists of natural color images of
size 32 × 32 pixels in 10 classesof airplane,
automobile,bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, and
truck [23]. The training and test sets contain 50, 000
and 10, 000 images, respectively, and we hold out 5,
000 training images as a validation dataset.
3.

messages between each other. The affiliations have
numeric weights that are set in the midst of the
planning methodology, so a genuinely arranged
framework will respond successfully when given a
photo or case to see. The system comprises of
different layers of highlight recognizing "neurons".
Each layer has various neurons that respond to
different mixes of commitments from the past layers.

Proposed work using Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN)

A neural system is a course of action of
interconnected simulated "neurons" that exchange
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Figure 2: Neural Network
As shown in Figure 2, the layers are developed
sothat the principal layer recognizes an arrangement
of crude examples in the information, the second
layer identifies examples of examples, and the third
layer distinguishes examples of those examples, et

cetera. Convolutional Neural Network is an
exceptional sort of Neural Networksthat works
similarly asneural arrange with the exception of that
it has a convolution layerat the start.

Figure 3: CNNs model

The image shown at left in figure 3, feeded as an
input to the network, which goes through multiple
convolutions, sub sampling, a fully connected layer
and finally produced outputs. The image pixel is
multiplied with feature detector (matrix of 3x3)
which generates the feature map. The collection of
feature map is called convolution layer.We created
many feature map because we used different feature
detectors. Each feature detector generated own
feature map.The feature map contains only
important information of the image.After that we
have applied activation function[5]on each layer. We
have used rectifier function(relu) for input and
hidden layers and applied softmax function for
output layer.After this we applied max pooling
concept on feature map. The Pool size which we
have used is (2x2) and then we applied flattering and
make fully connected layer show in figure 3. The

final layer computes the output in the form of
probability and gives the probability of each class
respectively.Here we can say that the probability of
P(bird) should be higher than other class.
The main objective of sub sampling[6]is to get an
input representation by reducing its dimensions,
which helps in reducing overfitting. One of the
strategies of sub examining is max pooling. With this
method, you select the most elevated pixel esteem
from a locale relying upon its size. After applying
max pooling[7]we will get a single number that
represents all the values in that window of the
images. You use this layer to filtering: as the window
moves over the image, you check for patterns in that
section of the image. This works as a result of
channels, which are increased by the qualities
yielded by the convolution.
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Figure 4: Max Pooling
The goal of the entirely linked layer is to flatten the
high-level points that are learned through
convolutional layers and combining all the features.
It passes the flattened output to the output layer the
place weuse softmax classifier to predict the enter
classification label.
4.

this model supply very true accuracy on coaching set
and unable to generalize new observation. Dropout
[8] prevents overfitting and provides a way of
approximately combining exponentially many
different neural network architectures efficiently.
The time period “dropout” refers to dropping out
devices (hidden and visible) in a neural network. By
losing a unit out, we suggest briefly removing it from
the network, alongside with all its incoming and
outgoing connections, as shown in Figure 5.

Dropout –Technique to reduce overfitting

In Neural networks if dataset is small then we
generally suffer from overfitting problem. Due to

Figure 5:Left: A standard neural net with 2 hidden layers. Right:
An example of a thinnednet produced by applying
dropout to the network on the left. Crossed units have been dropped.
Applying dropout to a neural network results a
“thinned” network from it. The thinned network
consists of all the units that survived after dropout
(Figure 5b).
5.

layers [9] as32, 64, 512, 10 (these are the no of nodes
on each hidden layers separately), we got the
accuracy of 70% that was not enough to classify the
images very accurately. We tried the experiment
with increased no of layers such
as(32,32,64,64,512,1064,10) [10] and trained the
model on 30 epochs and we observe an increased
accuracy of 80% which is improved. Some species
got a low accuracy. We can add more features to
boost the accuracy of the model.

Experiment and Results

To each kind of class, 1000 pieces of images from
testing sets are used to test the accuracy of our
model.When we used a combination of hidden
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Conclusion

In term of classification, CNN models give the best
result for CIFAR 10 image classification. Hence, we
conclude that these algorithms are the most suitable
for that particular task. On the other hand, the
approach based on decision tree gives the worst
results because of the overfitting problem. In
general, a gaining knowledge of algorithm is stated
to overfit relative to a less difficult one if it is more
correct in becoming recognised data but less
accurate in predicting new data. This paper
introduces a neural network approach for image
recognition. The computer can automatically
classify 10 kinds of objects via the object images
loaded from digital cameras or scanners. CNN is
adopted for it has speedy pace on education and
simple shape. Experimental result indicates that our
algorithm is workable with accuracy greater than
80% on 10 kinds of objects of daily life. Future work
is under consideration to improve the performance.
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ABSTRACT
Due to come of New Technologies, devices and lot of social media sites for communication, the large amount of data are used
increasingly in every year. Big Data means really huge data, it is collection of large datasets that can’t using traditional
computing technologies.
At the beginning of time means in 2003 data produce 3 billion gigabytes but in 2011 same amount of data created only in
two days or in 2013 same data in every 10 min. Despite the fact that this data created is important and can be valuable when
prepared, it is being dismissed. Now a days handling of big data is becoming a big issues for the users. This paper highlights
the characteristics of big data and the importance and modules of hadoop.
Keywords: Hadoop, Modules, HDFS. Characteristics, Benefits
difficult to store and process during using available
database management.

Introduction
Big Data: Big data means there is a collection of data
set which are very large and complex, which is
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VOLUME: It is defined the amount of data which
use day by day at very fast process.
•
VELOCITY: It defined the pace of data in different
source generate in every day or in every minutes.
VARIETY: It defined the various type of sources
whose contribute the data which are generated in
different area. It can be structured, semi- structured
and also in un-structured.

•

VALUE: It defined that all of the data which are
produced daily large amount of data is not useless
it’s all are valuable data which we are not ignore.
VERACITY: It characterized that the information in
uncertainty or vulnerability of information
accessible because of information irregularity and
inadequacy.

where they are frequently used to enhance the
"official" item.
This form of collaborative development
between volunteer and commercial users is a
key feature of open source software. At that time
hadoop gets a lot of buzz in database. It is very
helpful for the big data for distributed the data.
But many people in the industry still don’t really
know what exactly Hadoop is.
It is intended to scale up from a solitary server to
a huge number of machines, with a high level of
adaptation to non-critical failure. Instead of
depending on top of the line equipment, the
strength of these groups originates from the
product's capacity to identify and handle
disappointments at the application layer.

Why Hadoop is Important?
Computing Power: In the Hadoop’s distributed
computing model processing data are fast and there
is no effect on the processing of the system means
system are not going to be slow for produce big data.

Hadoop
• It is an open source framework for running
application on clusters of commodity hardware
and store data from Apache and analyses the
data whose are in large amount. It is written in
JAVA and is not Online Analytical Processing
(OLAP). It allows you to big data first in a
distributed manner so you have to proceed
parallely.
• Advancement of Hadoop started when ground
breaking programming engineers understood
that it was rapidly getting to be valuable for
anyone to have the capacity to store and
examine datasets far bigger than can for all
intents and purposes be put away and got to on
one physical stockpiling gadget (such as a hard
disk).
• It was partially not fully because external
storage become bigger. It take longer for the
component that it read data from the disk to
move a specific segment.
• About the majority of the enormous name of
online locales name, and as everybody is
allowed to refresh it for their own motivations,
alterations made to the product by master
engineers at, for instance, Amazon and Google
or more related destinations which give
bolstered back to the advancement group,

Fault Tolerance: Data and application processing
are protected against hardware failure. On the off
chance that a hub goes down, employments are
consequently diverted to different hubs to ensure
the dispersed figuring does not come up short.
Numerous duplicates of all information are put
away naturally.
Minimal effort: The open source structure is free
and uses product equipment to store vast measure of
information.
Versatility: Anyone can undoubtedly develop your
framework to deal with more information by
including more hubs.
Modules of Hadoop:
• HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System)
• YARN
• Map Reduce
• Hadoop Common
1.
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HDFS: Hadoop Distributed File System is
design to store large amount of data sets reliably
and you can set at high bandwidth to user
application.

BIG DATA & HADOOP: Characteristics and Importance

2.

YARN: Yet Another Resource Negotiator is a
cluster management technology and also used
for job scheduling.

3.

It is the essential for Enterprise Hadoop, giving
asset administration and a focal stage to convey
predictable tasks, security, and information

4.

Map Reduce : It is software framework for easily
writing application which process extremely
big data and a program model for distributed
computing based on java. Map take set of data
which convert into another set of data, where
elements are distributed into two parts
(keys/value pairs). After this it reduces the task,
which takes outputs from the map and

administration apparatuses crosswise over
Hadoop groups. It's likewise stretch out the
energy of hadoop to occupant and new
innovations found inside the server farm with
the goal that they can preferred standpoint of
less cost and handling.

5.
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combines those data tuples into smaller set of
tuples.
Hadoop Comman: Hadoop characterizes the
accumulation of comparable/normal utilities
and libraries that help other Hadoop modules.
This bundle is considered as the base/center of
the structure as it gives basic administrations
and fundamental process.
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Conclusion

specialist's life simple while taking a shot at vast
arrangements of information. There are
enhancements on every one of the fronts. What's to
come is energizing.

The accessibility of Big Data, ease item equipment,
and new data administration and systematic
programming have delivered a special crossroads in
the historical backdrop of information examination.
The meeting of these patterns implies that we have
the capacities required to break down bewildering
informational indexes rapidly and cost-adequately
without precedent for history. These abilities are
neither hypothetical nor insignificant. They speak to
a certifiable jump forward and an unmistakable
chance to acknowledge tremendous picks up as far
as effectiveness, efficiency, income, and
productivity.
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The world is changing the way it is working
presently and Big-information is assuming a vital
part in it. Hadoop is a system that makes a
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INFORMATION SECURITY & CYBER CRIME:
An inside story of Threats, Lacking & Solution.
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ABSTRACT
As we are living in the digitized world, our life is transforming into a digital/virtual framework. Our daily cycles FROM bed
TO bed, everything we are doing in virtual world. Whether it is our education, job, business or any kind of banking
transactions, everything is done on a virtual space known as cyber space. With this digitization, it is quite obvious that the
threats will also rise exponentially. These threats are giving birth to a global concern known as cyber crime. The threat of
virtual world has become real indeed. More the dependency more will be the threats & consecutively more will be the crime.
This crime can be in any form like data theft, illegal access of data , intrusion into the devices, online frauds, etc.
This paper identifies the importance of being aware of the cyber crime effects, keeping mind the latest concerns that impacted
the digital World & also provide the solutions to protect oneself from them. The present paper reviews the best way out to deal
with the unforeseen situation of illegal cyber activities. This paper also include few case studies of cyber mishappening & some
suggestions for future cyber space concerns.
Keywords: Information Security, Cyber Space, Cyber Crime, Cyber Law ,Cyber safety, Threats, Hacking , intrusion, Digital
world.

There may be instances where the computer is a tool
as well as the target of crime.

Introduction
Cyber crime is related to the cyber space which
includes the digital devices & the environment
related to it. In generic sense, cyber crime is used
which tends to cover all kind of civil & ¬¬[1] criminal
wrongs related to computer.
Cyber crime can be classified under two headings:

Another concern in computer crime is the possibility
that an offender can commit multiple crimes in one
go.
E.G. (A) In case of data theft, one has to hack the
computer or any other electronic storage medium
only the he can commit theft. The data theft includes
hacking & theft.

1.1 Where computer is used as a tool to commit
crime: The computer is a tool for an unlawful act
where the offence reflects a modification of a
conventional crime by making use of
information technology & modern
communication tools.
1.2 Where computer is the target of the crime: there
are certain crimes where computer itself is the
target.

(B) To initiate Distributed Denial of Service,
installation of virus/Trojan horse on the slave
system would be needed. The data of target
system may also be altered or destroyed in the
process. Thus DDoS includes hacking,
introduction of virus & data alteration.[2]
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Cyber crime includes data theft, illegal access of
data, intrusion into the devices, online frauds, child
pornography etc
3.5.
Discussion:
The computer crimes can be categorized /classified
into three categories:
1. Conventional Crimes through computer-: cyber
defamation, digital forgery, cyber pornography,
cyber stalking/harassment, Internet fraud,
financial crimes, online gambling etc.
2. Crimes committed on computer network:
hacking, denial of service.
3. Crimes relating to data alteration/destruction:
virus/worms/Trojan horse/logic bomb, theft
of Internet hours, steganography.

3.6.

3.7.

Causes of Cyber Crime:
Cyber criminals always choose the easiest way to get
a big bounty. They generally targets big business
personalities, business & organizations like banks,
CA firms etc where the flow of funds is quite high.
They try to fetch the sensitive data using various
advanced techniques. Most of the times catching a
criminal is quite difficult, the result of which the
graph of cyber crime is gradually increasing.As
computer systems are vulnerable, the safeguard
mechanism is required to protect them against any
kind of breach. Here are some of the reasons that we
can list for the vulnerabilities:[3]

3.8.

mistakes could occur at any stage.These loop
holes help the cyber criminals in committing
crimes.
Poor law Enforcing Bodies: Due to lack of
effectiveness of cyber law, many Criminals get
away without being punished. As committing
crime is easy & getting caught is hard.
Revenge or Motivation: The lust to take revenge
or to pull the lime light, most of the youngsters
are driven towards illegal activities & the result
of which they starts tampering the data like
fraud in bank transactions, booking airline
tickets, e-commerce etc. They used to commit
crimes for name , fame & publicity, without
hurting anyone’s sentiment.[5]
Lack of Knowledge & Awareness: Lack of
knowledge & awareness among most of the
members of the investigating teams as well as
the common man also helps the criminals in
walking freely.
Bilateral agreements and international treaties:
When the investigations lead to foreign
countries, sometimes it stucks in between due to
bilateral agreements & treaties,result of which
the investigation ends with lack of evidences.

Cyber Crime Investigation Report:
The NCRB(National Crime Record Bureau) report
on Cyber crimes in India for 2016 states all the details
information about the type of offences, motives of
crime & locations, where the crimes were
committed. This report also states the acts or sections
of the law they were tried under.
The report states the Cyber Crime status 19 Cities
with more than 2 Million Population, 12317 cases
were reported in 2016.[6]

3.1. Easy accessibility: The complex technology has
opened the doors for unauthorized access of
computer systems. Sometimes it is very difficult
to safeguard the privacy of a computer
system(i.e. to prevent a computer system from
unauthorized access).
3.2. Cyber Hoaxes: Cyber crime can be committed
just to cause threats or damage one’s reputation.
Among all the causes, this is one of the moist
dangerous one. They are called cyber
terriorists[4].
3.3. Negligence: Negligence is a human tendency.
So, most of the times, not paying proper
attention invites cyber criminals to take access &
control over the systems.
3.4. Tangled structure –Operating system is
required to run a computer system & that
operating system composed of millions of lines
of codes.The human mind is imperfect, so

Apart from the data, some Case studies have been
included to elaborate on the threats and methods of
defending against cyber attacks:
Case 1: Source Code Theft Case Indian IT company
given bug fixing project for their source code by a US
company One of the employees secretly took away
the source code on two CDs Tried to sell the source
code to other US companies. Demanded a price of
US $ 200, 000
He received advance payment of US $ 20,000 by wire
transfer. A case was registered & the employee was
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Defending Against Cyber Crimes

arrested in a Delhi 5 star hotel. Case charge-sheeted,
presently pending trial.

As per the above case studies & the report published
by NCRB in 2017, there is a need to be more attentive
& more careful while online or using digital
medium. As far as law enforcement agencies are
concerned, prevention of crime is more important &
one of the priority than the detection of one after it
has occurred.

Case 2: In July 2015, an Azerbaijani woman was
blackmailed by an India-based man. She met him on
Facebook and, at his convincing, sent him her
pictures. The man then threatened to morph the
pictures and upload them to porn websites if she did
not send him $100 every month. Apparently to show
he wasn’t bluffing, the man uploaded a few of the
woman’s morphed pictures to Facebook, forcing her
to deactivate her account.

If internet is accepted as a medium of
communication and publication and exchange of
ideas, the concern here must be that any form of
preventive measures should be minimal.Otherwise
,prevention method may run into difficulties of
“Voilation of Privacy”. Prevention of online crime
definitely needs a different & hi-tech approach than
the real world, some of these approaches are :

Case 3: Job Fraud[7] A Email Received by the Victim
which posed to be from Maruti Suzuki
(info@marutisuzuki.com) (SPOOFED) that his
resume has been shortlisted from a Job Site
Monster.com for engineer at MARUTI SUZUKI
PLANT offering him a salary of Rs.2.0 lacs
/month.He has to deposit Rs.8,200 in a STATE
BANK OF INDIA Account Number and come for the
interview with the pay slip and also that it was said
in the email that this amount is refundable.The
Emails traced were from all foreign countries , and
the BANK Account were also fake to which the
money was deposited and the amount was
immediately withdrawal from ATMs

Technology as Aid to Prevention.
High Technology crime must be prevented using
high technology. Larry Lessig contended that cyber
space can be regulated through law & programming
code. In cyberspace,internet browsers can be
configured to prevent repeated password entry
attempts for sensible data.[9]
Encryption is the another way by which crime can be
prevented.[10]

As per the report, among 29 states in India, Uttar
Pradesh was on the top with Maharashtra following
to the second position in cyber crime. The two states
were on same level in 2015, and Maharashtra was
one step up than Uttar Pradesh in 2014.[8]

User Awareness
Since computers are in the possession of the victims,
awaring them about the security measures can
prove to be one of the best means of preventing
crime on internet.

Most of the cases are still pending due to insufficient
evidences. In most of the states even the teams taking
care of these type of cases are not well trained to deal
with these matters. The cases registered in the police
stations are either forwarded to Cyber cells or other
dedicated teams of that state or just kept as a diary
entry in the stations.

The greatest security threat to computer systems is
from insiders. Studies reveal that over 80% of the
computer theft is committed from within the
organizations. Keeping a check on one’s own
employees can also help in preventing such offences.
The IT Act & Prevention of Offences

Person who is exploited, looks for the solution only.
He/she does not want to go for the procedure of
complaint. He /she look for the solution only,
without even realizing that they are the victims of a
criminal acts.

The IT Act has also conferred power on the police to
prevent the commission of offences under the Act.
Section 80(1).[11]
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Crime Preventers Cry?, " CESifo Working Paper
Series
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Publications/CII/CII2016/pdfs/NEWPDFs/Crime
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20PDF%20291117.pdf )
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[8]. Tom Standage.the Victorian Internet(1998):100107.
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Conclusion
In this Virtual world as we are becoming more slave
to the technology, our dependency is also increasing
day by day & a result of that the challenges to be
secure in the virtual world is also a biggest challenge
for everyone. This paper is an approach to highlight
some crucial aspects of cyber crime that are
knowingly/unknowingly ignored by us. New cyber
laws & policies must be implemented to tackle with
cyber crime but knowledge and awareness of
existing cyber policies & laws is also required. A
famous proverb “Prevention is better than cure”
Need to be understood by individual as well as the
organizations to avoid any unforeseen situation.
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Use of Augmented Reality to build
Various Application making world
more interactive and informative

Priyank Mathur*
Harshit Kumar**

ABSTRACT
The aim of this project is to make world more interactive and informative using augmented reality. Augmented reality is that
could make our complex life easy such as to ease implementation of complex operation. Augmented Reality mixes virtual
environment with actual reality, making knowledge available to the user ; tools to ensure efficiency in the transferring
knowledge for various processes in different environment.
This technology will truly change the way in which we view the world. Augmented reality adds some sort of sound graphics,
and fragrance to the real world as it exists.
The Benefit of this technology is, its ability to place computer generated graphics in the field of user’s vision. With the help of
advanced augmented reality technology, for example, 3d object viewer, dynamic Visiting card etc.
General Terms : Real life, Mixed reality, Head tracking, Field of view , Aspect ratio etc.
Keywords : Image Rendering , Markers , tagging , AR overlays

to download the software application for that
specific operating system.

Introduction
Augmented Reality has evolved from a head wear
device to a cell phones. It presents implementation
on the small screen device has shaped AR to what it
is now a days. There are some challenges since this
the technology which directly dependent on the
growth of digital era and computational technology.
It totally undefined in term of potential how far it
will go in future but will bring good to humans
.Software , Hardware and a Remote server are the
three basic components of the AR technology.
Software plays a key role in the efficient functioning
of any Augmented reality device. Some Special
Augmented reality programs are used in AR-based
applications like D’Fusion. Virtual images are
overlapped with the real live image, and that can be
generated using some sort of 3D software. Software
like AutoCad3D, Studio Max or Cinema4D..To
experience Augmented reality, end-user is required

Problem Statement
Our view of the world should not be limited by what
our simple eye can see. There are Gadgets that we
use to gather and view our related information over
it, real time access to data and most importantly, a
storage mechanism to store it as memories. Why not
play or display the data or digital media over
physical world. Yes, definitely it’s possible, and
Augmented reality is here to stay. The potential for
this technology is undoubtedly very high, that has
mostly ranged from almost any field . Nothing
ground breaking till now – no mass adoption of such
wearable technology or any of related
implementations have become part of our day to day
lives.

*Computer Science, IMS Engineering College, priyankmathurbtech@gmail.com
**Computer Science, IMS Engineering College, deecoderr@gmail.com
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Augmented Reality, just like other technologies will
have some crucial uses and will fruit full in coming
future. However, all forms of technology will have
come risks associated with them . There are several
platforms to create application for augmented
reality like Ar Tool kit , Unity ,Vuforia sdk etc in
market. Using these technology we create
application based on idea that would make day to
day life easy and interactive by solving real life
problems.

•
•

Related Work
In this section, we will briefly review about previous
work done to check whether the pre-existing design
models and methodologies address the needs of AR
interfaces. And what needed to be done to make
advanced modules.

Significance of Problem in Real World &
Applications
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Profiling: Integrating various technology
along with augmented data that lead to a vast
integration of application in our lives].
Unauthorized Advertising (Augmented):
Several Advertisers and other companies are
trying the possibilities of monetizing objects
that exist in the actual world .This is done by
placing some digital advertisements on to
physical real-time.
Augmented Behavioural Targeting: Their are
several algorithm to make image target locate
and decide what to do with the surrounding .
With various conditions of changing
surrounding to make the relevant data augment
is still a problem.
Physical danger: With new technology comes
various hidden dangers . With this , their are
devices to wear or use. There are chances of
short circuit , eyes also get strain with
continuous viewing as well.
Spam: where there is a business opportunity,
there are chances of spam, deceptive
advertisements and software build tricks to fool
consumers paying for things they don’t need.

A known user interface design model which is the
Four Level approach that is developed by Foley and
colleagues. As described by this model the user
interface acts as medium which provides a dialogue
in between the user and the computer. These four
levels are arranged based on the meaning and the
form of the dialogue in between the user and the
computer. These levels mostly focuses on user
interactions through explicit commands. And this
approach works fine for command language and
GUI style interfaces. But is not enough to meet AR
interface requirements like implicit interactions,
physical objects. and object dynamism.
Another related user interface design model called
Command Language Grammar (CLG) that was
developed by Moran[24].It provides platform for
designers a model to design and describe command
language interfaces. As in Foley’s model, CLG has
divided the interface design into levels. But
specifications in the levels are more formal and
detailed in CLG. But CLG works good in command
language interfaces, its applicability to AR interfaces
is limited., interactions using implicit commands,
Object dynamism , physical objects and
commu0nication patterns among these objects are
out of the scope with this model.

Objective
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognizing text written anywhere in the live
scene.
Elaborate information about anything by
augmenting the extra information on the real
world scene.

Planting digital knowledge to real-world
scenario
Closer to the actual world.
Adds bit of information and meaning to the
physical object.
Physical world is made more useful by digital
matter
Blended experience.
Playback videos on the visiting card of the user .

A third interface design model called Shneiderman’s
Object Action Interface model . It is developed
specifically for design of GUI style interfaces. To
meet the needs of GUI style interfaces, this model
emphasizes on the importance of visual
representations of objects and their respective
actions. This
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Working Methodology to be Used

model basically focuses on explicit command style
interactions using direct manipulations, keeps the
amount of syntax small in interaction specifications
samples. However, OAI doesn’t address the
distinctive characteristics of AR interfaces such as
object dynamism, physical objects ,implicit style
interactions, and communication patterns among
objects.

The following software with corresponding
versions are used
•
•
•
•
•

Another technique for designers is to implement
general-purpose design models and methodologies
like object oriented design model and Object
Modeling Technique (OMT), which is for software
development . However, these models and
methodologies does not provide conceptual
guidance for addressing specific challenges of AR
interface design such as implicit style

•

Unity 2017
Vuforia 7
Generate a license key for the application.
Create a Database by adding the image target
Download the specific dataset Download
Dataset >>
Unity editor”.
Integrating with Unity.

Challenges and Limitations
•
•

Table 2 shows our view as to check whether the
existing design models and methodologies meet the
selective needs of AR interfaces. As the table
indicates, none of the four design models and
methodologies that we reviewed adequately meets
the distinctive needs of the AR interfaces.

•

•
In spite the lack of design models and methodologies
that comprehensively address the needs of AR
interfaces, there is significant amount of useful work
•

Proper lightning condition are needed.
The problem lies in other hardware as there are
heaps of real time information which devices
like mobile are not powerful enough to process.
People doesn’t rely on small screen devices for
superimposing digital data like information on
cell phones.
There are some limitation of rendering digital
data in some augment reality apps . some
scaling issues are observed by changing the
environment.
Public unawareness.

Expected Result
Dynamic visiting card:- For better visualisation of
the person.
3D object viewer:- For scaling ,moving ,rotating the
3D object .
Text recognition :- Vuforia can detect words that
belong to a pre-defined word list A list of 100,000
commonly used English words is what you get in
SDK that you can use into your Text Recognition
module. Custom word lists and filters can also be
addes to the block words from being recognized

in the AR field ,that can be used as building blocks in
developing such models and methods. The scope
and complexity of AR interfaces have been
originated from ongoing efforts in the VR field to
develop design frameworks , languages and other
tools that can support the design of AR interfaces.
These frameworks, languages and tools provides
solution specific characteristics and requirements of
VR interfaces such as the behavioral aspects, a
particular issue within these domains or interaction
aspects.

Image Classifier :- multiclass object classification
and recognition using smartphone and cloud
computing (client server) technology.
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Conclusion

MUKESH KUMAR Department of Computer
Science & Engineering,

In this project we had proposed an app which will
make visiting card more dynamic and interactive
and ensures that viewer gets real time idea of the
person . It gives user a new experience to immerse in
augmented reality which is similar to reality

IMS Engineering College, Ghaziabad for his regular
guidance and support throughout the period of our
work. His guidance have been in a very directive
way .
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Future Work
•
•

•

•

Geo location and its live display of advanced
maps. Augmented Reality providing suggestive
and classified information to the end user
(grocery stores, bars outlets ,restaurants,
fashion).
Industrial, military and medical applications A
3D analysis and view of the combat area in real
time to tackle and deal with the problem
In future we develop a hybrid software which
will be accessible for all platform.

•

•
•

•
•
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Internet Protocol IPV5 Problems &
Solutions Over IPv6

Mr. Sameer Asthana*
Khushboo**

ABSTRACT
The first widely used IP protocol was defined in RFC 791. RFC mean Request for Comments which describes overall
behaviour, methods, and innovations that are applicable working with the Internet as well as Internet system. The IP address
stands for "Internet Protocol”. Where the "address" part of IP refers to a unique number that gets connected to all the online
activity what you do. This is places on the Network Layer of the OSI reference Model. The network layer is responsible for the
Hop-to –Hop transaction of packets and promised to do a reliable transaction of the packet to it’s destination. There are number
of phases of the IP address where some are successful and some of them are not in highlights. As IPv9 was also developed but as
a April fool protocol by the IEFT again in 2004 china tried to develop it but it was not recommended as IP. Even though it was
prediction that it would contain more additive functionality. And again IPv8&IPv12 launched but given no recommendation
to it by IEFT.

Introduction:

address to provide a unique address in future.
Because of this limitation developers thought to
develop new IP standard, thought to develop IPv5.
But developers declare it as a failed IP it’s QOS
(Quality of Service). And IPv5 was replaced by IPv6
with some new features.

The Internet Protocol, is responsible for addressing,
delivering and routing the packets that is sent by the
sender over the network for its destination and also
your online requests precisely. It includes an
"electronic return address" to all your online
requests and activity which is done for you. The
address it uses is known as IP address to provide
connection. Your computer is connected to the
Internet. When you go online for sending or
receiving email, to do shopping or chatting, your
request has to be sent out to the desired destination
anyhow, and the responses and information come
back to you directly.

Internet Protocol (IP):
In 1970 the DOD (Department of Defence)
developed TCP, to provide Transport Layer
Function as well as Network Layer Function. But
very soon it seems an inflexible solution and then it
separates IP address with Network Layer.

For this IP address plays a significant role. Generally
IP emphasis on IPv4 & IPv6 but what about IPv1,
IPv2, IPv3, IPv5?Previously the TCP was combined
with the IP (TCP/IP) .TCP was developed 3 times i.e.
IPv1, IPv2, IPv3, known as TCP protocol. Again it
was going to develop that was fourth time, that time
Developers invent a new separate protocol IP that
was IPV4. That’s why IP start from IPv4. IPv4
contains 32 bit (4 octets) which feel not enough
Figure 1
*Asst.Prof. United College of Engineering & Research, Greater Noida., sam.asthana@gmail.com
**M.Tech CS, United College of Engineering & Research, Greater Noida., Khushboo.alam05@gmail.com
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Logical Address:

Subnet mask is a process to identify the Host
number by dividing it into two parts.

It provides unique address which includes Host
Address and Network address.

Number of existing hosts on a subnet is 2h-2.
Where h is the amount of bits used for the host
segment of the address. The number of obtainable
subnets is 2n. Where n is the number of bits used for
the network segment of the address.
Such as 138.90.144.3 255.255.0.0
This IP address has a subnet mask of 255.255.0.0.

Routing: Routers are devices which connect to two
or more networks and they are combination. It
provide best and short route to the packets. In RFC
760 the IP was originally defined, and has been
revised number of times as well. IP Version 4
(IPv4 ) was the first version to experience, and is
defined in RFC 791. IPv4 and IPV6 will be the focus
of this guide.

There are two rules of subnet mask:
1)

IPV4 (IP address version 4):
2)
The IPv4 protocol was invented in 1981, IPv4
includes a 32-bit address, And the number of
possible IP addresses is 2^32 (4,294,967,296).

If a binary bit is set to 1 (or ON):Then
corresponding bit in given address will identify
the network address.
If a binary bit is set to a 0 (or off ) : Then
corresponding bit in given address will identify
the Host Address.

Example
IP Address Classes:
Class A: (0 -127) leading bit pattern is 0 (00000000)
Class B: (128 – 191) Leading bit pattern 10 (10000000)
Class C: (192 – 223) Leading bit pattern 110
(11000000)
Class D: (224 – 239) (Reserved for multicasting)
Class E: (240 – 255) (Reserved for experiments and
research.
32 bit

IP

Address:

10111110.01110000.10101100.00110011
Subnet
Mask:
11111111.11111111.00000000.00000000
The first 16 bits of the subnet mask will identify the
network address because it set to 1. The last 16 bits of
the subnet mask will identify the network address
because it set to 0.

Net_ID Host
Host
Host
Class
A
_ID
_ID
_ID
Net_ID
Net_ID
Host
Host
Class
B
_ID
_ID
Net_ID
Net_ID
Net_ID
Host
Class
C
_ID
Net_ID
Net_ID
Net_ID
Net_ID
Class
D
Class A: Num of Network installed is 2^8 Num of
Host installed is 2^24
Class B: Num of Network installed is 2^16 Num of
Host installed is 2^16
Class C: Num of Network installed is 2^24 Num of
Host installed is 2^8
Class D&E: Num of Host installed is 2^32 (For
experimental use)

Default Subnet Masks :

Subnet Mask : Subnet mask identify which part of
the address identifies network and which part of the
address identify Host.

That’s why they decided to move on a new version
of IP address i.e. IPv6.

Class A

255.0.0.0

Class B
Class C

255.255.0.0
255.255.255.0

Class D &E

255.255.255.255
(Multicasting)

Replacement of IPv4 to IPv6 Address:
With the increasing number of new devices being
connected to the Internet, That’s why it need to
assigned new Address as well.
Due to limited Address space inventors find
difficulty to allocate a unique address in future.
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IPv6 (IP address version 6):

IPv6 addresses represented as eight groups of four
hexadecimal digits separated by colons or

The latest revision of the Internet Protocol (IP) is the
Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6).

terminators, for example 2011:0db5:86a3:
0053:1012:8f3e:0650:7654.

The communications protocol provides an
identification and location system for computers
over the networks and routes traffic across the
Internet. IPv6 was invented by the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) to deal with
problem of IPv4 address.

IPV6 Advantages:
Very large Address Space (typically included host
address of the end user prefixes.
It discovers its neighbour automatically in place of
through ARP. (But still include the option for ARP
and DHCP).

IPv6 is planned to replace IPv4, which still carries
majority of Internet traffic over the network as of
2013.

Hosts configured for autoconfig which is a default
configuration on most of the platforms can
automatically learn the prefix (es) and router(s)
present on the segment, and can automatically
address themselves as a appropriate using EUI-64
addressing.

Hardware Addressing:
It identifies a host address within a local network.
The 48 bit MAC addresses work as its hardware
address and resides on Data Link Layer.
It uses 48 bit hexadecimal and 0-9, A-F combination
of address of hardware. Such as 09:A2:43:BE:65:EF
also can represent as 09A2:43BE:65EF

IPV6 Limitations:

The First six hexadecimal of MAC address define the
physical manufacturer and known as (OUI) i.e.

It uses 128 bit address space that is some time
unnecessary bit to transfer.

ORGANIZATIONAL UNIQUE IDENTIFIER.

Ipv6 causes extra CPU cycles on a router/switch and
has a higher bandwidth overhead.

Can have more clients on the subnet.

Network Prefix

Network Prefix

Because IPv6 creates another stack of routing table
during running than IPv4, that’s why memory and
CPU usage increased.

Subnet

Last six hexadecimal identifies the Host ID.

It required extra resources in any organization if an
organization wants to use it.

ARP(Address Resolution Protocol):

It is not so much feasible with devices which use
hardware build switching and routing quotes when
dealing with IPv6.

It is used to identify the logical address, through
Physical address of the host over the network.
Every device over the Internet must have an IP
address in order to communicate with other devices
on the internet. IPv6 includes a 128-bit address (64
bit network address, 64 bit host address), allows
2128,

IPv6 is less efficient.
IPv6 support from most vendors is immature at its
best result.
Currently IPv6 exists quite a bit of overhead in
network, and this is mainly because of from how
IPv6 is encapsulated or tunnelled over IPv4.

or around 3.4×1038 addresses, or more than7.9×1028
times of IPv4.
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IP Scanning is tough:

File transfer performance in LAN between two
server is almost same as IPv4.
Hard to remember the IP address.

As it has 264 possible host addresses per /64 prefix,
it performs a ping scan to detect which devices is
useless. Which increases security risk?

undergone through experimental “Internet Stream
Protocol” in 1979, which was never referred to as
IPv5 and never introduced for public use.

Why IPv4 to IPv6 Where is the IPV5 (IP address
Version 5)?

IPV5 Packets:
Most widely uses IP address is IPv4 and IPv6, but
questions arises where is IPv5. The number 5 was

IPv5 was designed to replace IPv4. IPv5 allows for a
limited and flexible set of options that make the
packet simple and very powerful. IPv5's main
characters are that it can automatically sets up
networks and new nodes in network and it allows
almost 100% efficiency during periods of congestion.
It contains 120 bit and assigned packets as 30 bit ,60
bit, 120 bit. The idea was that different-different
computer can use small size of packet or according to
its use. A packet header must be as small as possible,
because that packet header will be sent with every
packet on the internet, and every router has to
support this packet header. IPv5 can support almost
every addresses as IPv6 can, but IPv5 has ability to
send 120-bit addresses in only 30 bits of data, other
90 bits are the same as its current network (and thus
it passes through the target point i.e. destination and
every router in the network).

to control the network through router. This system
permits faultless mixing of networks by using other
protocols inside an IPv5 network. Another network
will look like one single system by using many IP
addresses like any other network. This also can
allow some very special applications like ad-hoc
wireless networks to use different network protocol
that optimizes for power rather than speed.
The protocol is built in such a way so that very few
bits are required for the header. This can be
significant in wireless protocols. Because in wireless
network every bit requires not only bandwidth but
also power, which is a limited resource in wireless
applications. The protocol is also built so that
routers need to accomplish its task or operations
very fast. It was designed to be smooth and
powerful with manageable array of options that
allows end systems to modify what services they
need, and what services they don't need. Every
packet are much capable to select a priority, and
make a real-time exchanges smoother. Such as
ATM”. It allows less priority packets to give up to
much urgent packets i.e. making real - time
exchanges smoother.. Every packet can contain the
IP compatible version field by itself.

IPv5 is designed in such a way that routers can and
must set themselves in the network and configure a
network automatically. This reduces workload of
network administrators, and it allows networks to
be easily created and to be maintained instead of any
requirement of extensive set up, IPv5 allows routers
which have few options that tells administrators
how IPv4 installed machine cannot run IPv6.
Costly to replace IPv4 to IPv6.
Takes time to convert IPv4 to IPv6.
Turn off IPv4 before running IPv6.

Design of IPv5 : While designing IPv5 it consider
some points i.e. Minimum delay, maximum
throughput, packet ordering, congestion control,
corruption, correction, security, least-cost routing,
routing information propagation, automatic
configuration and administrative autonomy. It also
consider needs like that of real-time applications
and broadcast media.

Difficult to memorize
Hard to place Prefixes on Topology Drawings:
(Since it has long addressed so it become hard to
overlay it onto the network topology. Even it much
easy to do with IPV4. Even though we uses
shorthand to remove the Zeros but still not usefull).
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Type 0 packet: bare-connection

IPV5 header does not contain any segment f data,
that’s why it become difficult to recognize the header
information. It contains much smaller overhead bits
than an IPv4 packet. 66 bits are minimum overhead
if using the DTP header.

This type of packet bare minimum for the packet
they are sleek and can be processed as fastest.
The router table are fix and not able to make any
change in packet priority .Packet priority cannot be
change in IPv5 Also the TTL (Time to live ) is dictated
by the priority and have no right to make any
change.

Type-1: This type of packets are extremely flexible
even though it has a few points of variability. The
TTL (Time to Live) field goes back to check time to
kill a packet, which provide to the user the ability to
know the estimated time to wait that how much time
the packet will be in network. As IPv5 packet’s
header doesn't include any error checking
information or sequence numbers information. So
that different link-layers may have different
essential error rates and packet-loss rates. IPv5 only
specifies the required facilities and permits the linklayer to provide these services with several extra
functionality which is necessary.

The bare type packet are smooth and processed
fastest but they can dropped if any oversized , or
congestion in the network, thus it increases a loss
rate and error rate.
the congestion level which is experienced by the
other router in the network.
Type-3: In type-3 routers require reliable loss rate
which can be used to verify that whether the packet
was received, or not or to resend if necessary. It
allows routers to set packets to a type 3 reliable loss
rate, and by this network can approach 100%
theoretical efficiency in times of congestion and does
not effect the efficiency. As it does in IPv4. IPv5
wants the packet header minus the lower 3 bits of the
Time-to-live, and minus payload ,to have an error
rate of 0.01% despite of the reliable error rate
explained in the packet. Packet forwarding can agree
to end systems to identify part of the route to the
destination, which could be helpful for some
security reasons. Packets can tell a receiver that there
is some loss of data than it was originally sent .so it
could be allowed as a packet to be truncated (rather
than fragmented) if it become too large for a
particular router otherwise Multicasting is a great
option to send same data to 256 different recipients .
Since a multicast packet is split onto routers based
where the addresses depart, this option has the
capability to reduce the total load on both the
network as well as the sending system.

Type-2: It is Link- to-link routing information ,which
contain 4 bit as one i.e. (0101). The packet type is of 2
bit and can include bare-connection minimum endto-end header size , normal end-to-end packet,
routing information. In type-2 the routing may
contain the overall information about proposed for
background traffic and control - e.g. news, E-mail,
ICMP, SNMP, Routing Information and so on.

It contain priority of 2 bit of three types priority:
1. It could be sent out at most 1/4 times as frequent
as priority 1 packets. Which is Even TTL are not able
to identify that how long a packet will linger on the
network.

2.

It is sent out between 2 and 4 times as repeatedly
or frequently as priority 0 packets. Which is
intended to unattended data transfer as well as
small real-time traffic for e.g. Torrents.

3.

It is sent out between 4 and 8 times as commonly
as priority 0 packets. Which is intended for
attended mass data transfer and medium-sized
real-time traffic for e.g. Streaming, html.

4.

It is sent out between 32 and 64 times as
frequently as priority 0 packets which is
required for bulk real-time traffic -For e.g.
video/audio chats, online games, remote Login
and so on.

It contain 16 bit of packet length and to get the full
packet-size from this , add 105 bits (which is the size
of the minimal packet).
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The Time-to-Live includes 6-bit and each "tic" of the
TTL field represents an amount of time related to the
priority . If it is less than the time i.e. given by the TTL
size , then the TTL field is probably reduced by one,
by this it is decremented by one fourth of the routers
through which it travels.

IPv5 Protocols: IPv5 authorized routers that must
support some different services which includes
address allocation, packet forwarding, multicasting,
and of course routing. A router must support at least
10,000 bytes of a packet length. This provision
ensures that the maximum packet length of 25'323
bits is supported, along with a margin for a fair sized
of minimum payload. A 72 bits addresses are long
and are written similarly to IPv6 addresses, but uses
five sets of three digits in base-

It can send Jumbo packet of 1 bit of two types priority
i.e. 0 &1.
0: Packet length includes a normal number of bytes
whereas
1.

priority

32 lower-case which is known as tria-contakaidecimal notation separated by dots. Which is very
similar to the double dot like double colon in IPv6
that can be used to specify a string of zeros.

of

Packet length includes the value of the field
times 2^15

Network structure and Address allocation:
The Reliable Loss Rate is of 2- bit:
The addresses are allocated by themselves in a
hierarchical fashion and networks can be set up

The most importantly the link-level service
demanded for packet arrival to the destination.
0: It guaranteed maximum avg link-to-link loss rate
i.e. of 40%
1.

It guaranteed maximum avg link-to-link loss
rate i.e. of 10%

2.

It guaranteed maximum avg link-to-link loss
rate i.e. of 1%

3.

It guaranteed maximum avg link-to-link loss
rate i.e. of 0%. It is required to use sequence
numbers and sequence checking, AWKs/NAKs
(Acknowledgment /Negative
Acknowledgment), packet buffering and packet
retransmission on NAK. Through this packets
are automatically switched to this level of
reliability by routers during network
congestion.

A type 3 reliable loss rate is a loss rate of 0%
otherwise the router search that it has no longer a
link to the destination, in this case the packet must be
drop out.
The reliable Error Rate of 2-bit:
The most importantly link-level service demanded
for the rate of bit errors in the packet's payload is the
reliable error rate.
0: It guaranteed maximum average link-to-link error
rate i.e. of 20%
1: It guaranteed maximum average link-to-link error
rate i.e. of 5%
2: It guaranteed maximum average link-to-link error
rate i.e. of 1%
3: It guaranteed maximum average link-to-link error
rate i.e. of 0.01%

forward IP 2 and what is now in forward IP 1, etc.
for the security reason.

Packet Forwarding: when a packet reaches to its
destination, that time its destination is changed to
forward IP 1 and sent back out but before the packet
has to sent back out, the Forwards field is
decremented, and the router become certain not to
send forward IP 1 out.

Truncated : If the packet is too big for a router in the
path.
Multicast Type:
On 0: It does normal multicast
On 1: It does group-cast

It does to be used for security purposes essentially
removing packet from the queue that what was in
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independently, and then linked together later
without any pre-configuration.

Sub network Layer: It is the Layer between Internet
layer and Data Link layer.
Limitations:
In IPv5 Sometimes efficient operations which
require that the lines exist between internet
abstraction layers are blurred, and such blurring
causes the sake of efficiency. Reducing efficiency on
a universal scale for conceptual ease and
interoperability between layers. Which is neither
appropriate nor realistic. If a private user sending a
top priority non real time packets, or any real time
top priority packets, so the user will experience extra
delay. It provides fast and almost congestion free
data delivery but due to network interface blurring
that affects the efficiency. There is a drawback for the
private user who requires upper-priority packets. If
a user wants to transfer non-real-time packets which
are labelled as top priority, then any real-time toppriority packets user will experience extra delay.
This could be resolved or avoided if it had the nonreal-time packets which are labelled with the correct
priority. Routers are neither free to modify the
packet priorities nor free to make any complaint to
IPv5.

Parent node connection
The parent node is responsible for allocating and
changing the IP address of its children node and
verifying the routing information like what the
identity of routers connected to the child through
shortcuts or parent node connections.
The router that can support more addresses will
become the parent of the other router where a
parent-less router connects to another parent-less
router, but the network of the router if contain the

Avantages:

least allocated addresses that will be the one to
change
IP
addresses.
IPV5 Architecture:

Over IPv6: Uses 120 bit where all bits are useful but
in IPv6 sometime 128 bit become extra bit address.
Over IPv4: IPv4 degrades the efficiency if reliable
loss rate is not accurately used by router.
Solutions:

Application Layer: This is the seventh layer of the
OSI_Model on which a user work.
Internet Layer: It is the third layer of the OSI_Model
and responsible to allocate the IP address to the
packets. It includes Stream Protocol as well as
Internet Protocol.
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The Network Technology can use to remove Blur to
the network interfaces. ongestion control, Error
controls (CRC) but provide alternative by using
ATM. Dynamic router should use to give priority to
the packets or again giving another flexibility to
overcome this. As IPv5 is put in the Internet
streaming protocol and it has not given the name of
“Internet Protocol-version 5” by IEFT.
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Internet Stream Protocol:

Even it need some focus on its working and some
revised work.

The Internet Stream Protocol (ST and later ST-II) is
known as family of experimental protocols which is
defined in “Internet Experiment Note” IEN-119
(1979), and revise in RFC 1190 (Request for
comment).

Due to some limitation it was not so popular. But yes
no doubt it is a “Magical -5”.
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The Internet Stream Protocol family never
announced publicly for the public use, but number
of concepts are available and even using in ST that
are very similar to later technologies. Such as
“Asynchronous Transfer Mode” protocols .It can be
found in “Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)”.
ST arose as the transport protocol of the Network
Voice Protocol
Conclusion:
IPv5 was not successful and the IEFT does not given
name to it as IPv5 because they think that it does not
provide the quality of services. Even the
organization like IBM and all which are using this
they have already given it the name of “Magical 5”.
So it is not the failed experimental protocol i.e. IPv5.
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